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Among the advanced ideas respecting the 
mission of the public schools which have 
gone intQ force in France, and are making 
progress in the schools of Germany, 
Belgium and England, is the importance 
of incLllcating simple, practical lessons in 
regard to the use of money, and the en-
cOLlragment of habits of economy. One 
embodiment of this idea is the School 
Savings Hanks, to which THE WEEKLY has 
of late so frequently referred. The savings 
of the school children of France last year 
aggregated many ' millions of francs. 
England, so slow, generally, to follow the 
French lead, is now greatly interested in 
this element of public school training, and, 
as is "more explicitly shown on another 
page, is taking energetic 'action on the 
matter. It is impossible that the American 
people, so eminently practical in their turn 
of mind, should much longer neglect this 
interesting subject. 
The 'Bureau of Education has just re-
ceived a geries of programmes of the special 
school of architecture at Paris. This 
scho.o! was founded by a private associa-
tion, and recognized as an institution of 
public utility in 1870. Its purpose ' is to 
educate architects; both natives and 
foreigners are admitted. The course of 
studie~ lasts three year: , and the tuition 
fees amount to $[ 70 a year. No one is 
admitted to the school until after having 
\In<l,ergone certain tests. These tests com~ 
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prise: 1St. The drawing of an Qrnament Our correspondent, Tyrone, an advocate 
in bas-relief; . 2d. A drawing of a building of" dictee," refers to an expression of grati-
to scale. 3d. A diagram determining the fication on page 386 of THE WEEKLY, 
lines of separation of light and shade upon that" the movement to discard the spell-
the different parts of a Doric capital, with ing book, which was inaugurated with much 
the shadows produced. 4th. A written com- furor several years ago, has .atout spent 
position. 5th. An oral examination in arith- itself," and discourses as follows: 
me tic, algebra, geometry, geography, etc. "The writer of the article on teaching 
At the end of the third year of study, spelling given in THE WEEKLY, P 3860p-
those students who have satisfactorily ful- poses the idea that we 'spell words by our 
. recollection of their letter forms as seen when 
filled all the educational regulations, are we read them. But he gives up all his 
admitted to a general competition, in order ground when he says in his last .sentence, 
to obtain ·eith.er a certificate of qualification "Spelling is a matter of form always, the 
as a constructor, or the ordinary diploma of poor speller betrays that he is not a man 
the school. of wide reading. The main object of the 
article however seems to be to reyive the 
The city of Paris has founded SIX use of the spelling book with its classifica-
scholarships at this school, for the benefit tions of words. Now the advocates of the 
of pilpils born a,nd residing at Paris. . natural method oflearning to spell, name-
ly, by writing sentences that have become 
As thIS page goes to press, President familiar by reading, do not object to the 
Garfield still lingers on the borders of life, use of a spelling book if any teacher who 
hav ing ' struggled heroically with death for has tried the better way can find any ad-
vantage from its use. Most teachers find 
more than nine painful weeks. The na- it in comparison so ineffective, al)d so 
tion-all party distinction laid aside for 'troublesome, so time consuming, and dis-
this occasion-regards him' as its patient, orderly, as to lay it aside altogether after a 
studying: every symptom reported in the full trial of spelling by hand and eye. Es· 
d pecial\y if they have taught their junior 
aily bulletins with the closest scrutiny pupils the signs used to express the pro-
and keenest anxiety, and pouring its' soul nunciation without letters, as in homo. 
out in sympathy and love, and prayers for graphic,dictee, they find themselves so re-
his recovery. For many days it seemed as lieved, their time for teaching other lessons 
if those prayers were certain to be answer- so extended, and the interest and advance-
ment of .the learners so increased as to be 
ed. Governors of states' felt so confident able to judge well as to the gain or loss 
of this, that they arranged to proclaim days from given time to the daily a.nd endless 
of general thanksgiving for the President's exercises of. the spelling book. . 
deliv.erance from the .fatal intent of the Only one precaution is specially neces· 
fiendish assassin. But for the last two or 'sary to the success of the hand and eye 
orthography. And that i.s the keeping of 
three weeks the tidings from ·the capital all misspelling out of sight. A learner, for 
have been full of discouragement, and, fin- instance, could be expected to write the 
ally, until within a few hours, have been awkward word squirrel quite correctly after 
fraught with despair Since S~turdai reading an article in which it is often re-
peated. But the reading of a Protean 
evening hope has returned, and whereas on comedy like that given on p. 387 would 
Saturday morning even the most sanguine breed a confusion of memory or habit that . 
Dr. Bliss, the surgeon in charge, was forced might long be an embarrassment to the ' 
to acknowledge that . there was no longer speller." . 
any probability of the President's surviving The examinations for State certificates 
more than a few hours, and scarcely a for Illinois were held last ~eek in Chicago, 
possibility, there is now hope in the minds Dixon, Galesburg, Normal. Springfield, and 
of the six attending surgeons that tRe worsl: Centralia. It can hardly be said that the 
is past, and that slowlY-but surely the Pres i- interest in these examinations in~reases as 
dent may finally prove more than amatch much as we should expect, considerinlt 
for his terrible sufferings, and return to the inducements ' held out by the life 
health and usefulness again. We are con- certificates granted ;'and th-e imPQl'tance to 
fident that the readers of THE WEEKLY are the profession of elicouraging the purposes 
unanimous in the in:tens~ q~sire that this of the law and the efforts of the state 
hope may be fulfilled, superintendent to. make such examinations 
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and certificates a means of drawing a line which are really doing little more than Other cities followed, and soon afterward 
between properly prepared, professional teaching a few dupes, who have no idea of the Prussia government decided to send 
~eachers and the transients who now what constitutes a business _ training, a a commission company of three eminent 
intrude into many of the best positions qf- smattering oC arithmetic, how to copy or educators, ~o Denmark and Sweden, whose 
the country, cheapening the salaries and imitate a half dozen single and double duty it should be to report on the working 
the moral standing of teachers who have entry "sets," and possibly how to write a of the workshop system in these countries. 
prepared themselves for teaching. as a life- f~ir business hand, and scrawl a few wrens On their return the Commissioners stated · 
profession. When the great body of this nests and wry-necked doves with deformed before a committee of the Prussian Diet 
• latter class unite with the State Superinten- bills, legs and wings. Those are the that a full report would be prepared at 
dent to create sentiment in lavor of the graduates, who by attempting to keep books once and submitted at the opening. of the 
state examinations, . the number of appli- for petty merchants, and utterly failing, at next session (about the middle of Septem-
cants for State certificates will be largely one time made the name of business col- ber). 
augmented. It is to be hoped that the day lege a hissing and a byword in business Mr. Klauson Kaas has not yet published 
is not far distant when it will be as im- circles. anything on his system. He goes from 
possible for a man or woman who is with- We recommend no young man to spt~d city to city, at the invitation of the local 
out a state certificate to take rank as a his time in any sucn delusive institution. authorities, and organizes the workshops 
professional teacher, and be treated as If he will visit Chicago, Detroit or Buffalo, himself. He is afraid of being misunder-
such in the' state and National Associa- he will find Commercial Colleges ,thorough- stood if he publishes a general plan of the 
tions, as it is now for a man without a Iy equipped, conducted by men of repute. work. The majority of German educators 
medical diploma, or a certificate of formal both as practical book-keepers, and as denounce the zealous Major, because lie is 
admission to the bar, to practice medicine experienced teachers. The graduates of honest and upright enough to state that he 
or law. these institutions are occupying many of has nothing else in view but to in~rease 
The examinations, so far as heard from, our best mercantile offices, banks and rail- ·his income, his annual pension from the 
were attended by a good class of appli- way offices, and it will not be difficult for Danish government being exceedingly 
cants; and, although, judging from past. inquirers to learn what colleges have the small. 
experience, it is not to b.e expected that a confidence of business men. In the meantime, the Major increases 
-large number of them will pass in all the his income, and fits a very large number of 
studies, it is believed that a fair pro- PR USSIA - WORKSHOPS IN ELE- boys for practical work in spite of the 
portion of them will do so, and the rest MENTARY SCHOOLS. protestations aud denunciations of the too 
.
will rel!eive credit as having passed in one conservative educators. Cort:espbndence of the Educational Weekly. 
or more . bra!lches-i.:!aving them' so much , The f~llowing· statement will give an 
th l ' d SCHOOL PREMIUMS AT ILLINOIS 
e ess ' to e examine upon another idea ofa system of industrial training in STATE FAIR. 
year. THE WEEKLV will announce the Prussia about which a great deal is said 
'result as soon as the State Superintendent and written at the present time. It is com-
is ready to publish . the same, which can piled from communications received at the 
not be for some time to c;ome. Educational Bureau. 
SYSTEMATIC BUSINESS E~UCA­
TION. 
The system of establishing workshops ·in 
connection with elementary boys' schools, 
did not originate in Prussia, but was intro-
For a young man to venture out into duced from Denmark by Mr. Klauson 
life without at least an elementary educa- Kaas, an ex-Major of the Danish Army. 
tton, is like going to sea with(mt compass The Klauson Kaas system (this is the 
or chart. Nevertheless, thousands of men name by which it is generally known in 
do it, so that it is not surprising that, . ac- Europe) has made such rapid progress in 
cording to reliable statistics, ninety-nine Denm'ark and Sweden that the govern-
in every one hundred of them run to finan- ments of these two countries are now offer-
ci~1 wreck before they have reached fifty. ing state grants to all communes willing to 
Th" time · for making fortunes without start workshops in boy's schools. As soon 
thorough study 'is well nigh past. as the system was fairly started in Den-
Every young man, whatever business or mark and Sweden Mr. Klauson Kaas visit-
profession he intends to pursue, should ed several cities in -northern Prussia with a 
spend at least one year in a good business view Of explaining it to the local school 
college, studying and practicing the science boards. The zealous Major was ridiculed 
of accounts, business principles and ordi - ~ great deal in the ' beginning by German 
nary business forms: But when we say educators who held . that boys must not 
business college, let it be understood that, handle a tool until they have h:ft the ele-
while the · name is legion, ·the true business mentary school, i. e. at the age of fourteen. 
college is itself a rarity. Every practical The few cities which allowed Mr. Klauson 
business .man has a hearty contempt for Kaas to intro<;iuce his system, soon saw 
nineteen out of every twenty of the schools the excellent results achievecl ill a very 
lH~~ ftaunt ~~is ablfs~d. q~mei the m,?st 9f . short pefio~ ! 
There is no disguising the fact that one 
reason so few schools are to be represent-
ed at the next Illinois State Fair, in the ex-
hibit of school work for which that institution 
has .made such handsome provisions, and 
offers such ·liberal inducements in prizes, 
that aggregate more than sixty in number 
and several hundred dollars in value~is 
the conviction in some quarters and the 
mistrust in others, that there has not been 
sufficient care taken to insure honesty on 
the part of teachers and pupils ent<;ring 
the contests. l 
There is a feeling that a conscientious 
teacher and honest pupils have no assur-
ance that their exhibits will not be placed 
in competition with the work of teachers or 
outsiders, palmed off as that of pupils of 
other schools. It is asserted, with what 
truth THE WEEKLV has no adequate 
means of judging, that this fraud has been 
committed in the past by some of the suc~ 
cessful schools, and that no new safe guards 
have been set this year against i repetition 
of the offense. Partly from fear .of its be-. 
ing imputed to jealousy and disappoint-
ment, and partly for want 01 evidence 
which it is said has since come to light\ 
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but quite as much for the reason that the fluence in developing the commerce and all over the country as a' "mysterious sick-
Agrlcuitural Society had not established manufactures of that country. ness;" and yet it has, practically, passed 
any tribunal to hear and investigate charges, Wherever the experiment of a . school from the minds of most of the millions who 
these school principals who have felt ag- savings bank has been tried in a judicious, read the newspaper accounts of th'lt 
gri,eved have hitherto declined to enter business-like, and kin.dly spirit, it has trrrible indictment, as - it proved to be, of 
formal complaint, even when they felt cer- proved very successful. '. In France th~ stupidity or criminal indifference to the 
tain that ,there . were just grounds. Little the practice of attaching banks to the simplest laws of health shown by thousands 
or no complaint is made with the awards primary schools is rapidly extending; there of American school directors: When one 
- of the committees, assuming that the work were 8,033 banks in 1877, and there are after another ot the innocent victims of this 
is what it pu.rpor s to be, but it is claimed 14,273 in the present year. The total sum calamity had been carried to the graveyard 
that there should be time allowed before deposit~d in 1877 was 2,984,352 francs, and· in rapid succession, the little hamlet 
the prizes are dehvered, for this 'assump- at present it is 6,228,5 60 francs. became alarmed. When every house had 
tion to be contested. When asked to sug- These results have been achieved with- its fever-smitten, delirious sufferer, and the 
gest a remedy for the defect In past years out the presence of any authority, but burials increase,d to two and three or mort! 
in this regard, some suggest the offering of mainly by the voluntary exertions of the a day, it was terror stricken. "Poison," 
l! reward for 'the detection of spurious friends and managers of schools, and by was the cry. And poison it was, but not 
,school exhibits, including all instances of the intelligellt co-operation of the teilchers. from the sources at first suspected. A 
collusion between teachers and pupils, or The advantages of thrift have first been coroner's jury charged the terrible sickness 
between pupils and any other parties, to simply explained to the children, and then and mortality to the water of a brook which 
enter any work for the State prizes but opportunities ·for its exercise have been ran past the school house after having col-
that of, the unaided pupils themselves; placed within easy reach. lected the drainage of a barn-yard and a 
that time su·fficient be allowed before the My lords are aware from a parliamentary field in which Paris green had been used 
prizes are delivered for charges to be made return in [877 that penny banks ~nd to destroy insects. . ~ut a subsequent in-
and investigated; and the appointment of 'provident clubs of various kinds have vestigation, conducted by medical experts, 
a suitable committee to receive and investi- already been founded,' to some extent, in resulted in demonstrating that tlust 
gate such charges. schools aided by the parliamentary grant innocents had died from "dip/herta, induced 
,THE WEEKLY prefers to leave the meth- ' My lords have no wish to by foul poois and sinks under and immediately 
od of attaining the object sought, a strictly interfere with any existing plans which are around Ihe schoo.l house." In a country 
fair contest, to the State Superintendent found to work well, but they desire to abounding in wholesome, elevated school 
and officers of the Agricultural Society, but 4irect the special attention of school sites, these stupid or reckless people 
it is fully persuaded t~at until some assur- ~1anagers and teacbers to ~he facilities ~quatted their school house down on a 
anee of "fair play" In these annual con- which are now offered by the post office for :piece of cheap, oozy, undrained ground-
tests is given, many of the very best schools the establishment of penny banks in schools. where the walls became . . musty and the 
will do as at present: refuse to compete. Small books for the use of children have underside 01 the flooring boards grew green 
SCHOOL SAVINGS BANKS IN ENG-
LAND. 
been prepared, and are issued gratuitously with mold. They had saved a few dollars 
by the savings bank department . in the price of the school site, but sacrificed 
My lords believe that the general their children to the demons of the s,¥J!.mp. 
I adoption of some plan will greatly increase 'Thele are thousands of school houses in 
'rhe Lords · of the Committee of Privy the usefulness of the elementary schools as all parts of the United States as insanely 
O;>uncil and Education have just addressed instruments for the formation of character, if not criminally located as the one at 
'a ~ircular to the school boards, school· and will nol be without a valuable influence Jacobs' Mills. ' There are others that are 
ma,n.agers and others throughout the in awakening the sy,mpathy and in~e.rest o( ,well located but are tilled, as was the really 
.coun,try, of which the following is an parents. magnificent looking high school.buildinll; on 
ab$tract: The returns for the past year show that the heights overlooking Omaha,-until two 
. "The attention of my lords has been savings banks had beep. estabiished in or three years ago, when Hon. E. Clark, 
directed to the importance of thrift, and to 1,087 schools in England and Wales, and President of the Board of Education, i~-
the . exceptional facilities possessed by in sixty-two schools 'in Scotland:" sis ted on ousting the nU'isance-with th~ 
eleJPentary schools for the encouragement foul stench of its own water-closets.· 
A VITAL QUES-r:ION. '11 h h'· 
of this practice in early life. There are stl ot ers w 1ch are forcing 
. Experience has shown that many 01 the What is the condition of th~ school the pupils to poison themselves with the 
evils which weigh most seriou&ly on the house? This is a question of unspeakable carbonic acid of . their own lungs and' the 
industrial classes iIi this country lIire the importance. in all seasons, ~ but now is a effluvia of their own peres. In 'an age 
results of improvidence and waste. But particularly apt time for everyone con- wheJl the Ruttan method of hOeating and 
. sqmeof these evils admit, at least, of partial cerned, par~nts, school directors, -' a~d rentilating dwellings-reversing the old 
reme.dy. To learn how to , economize teachers, to ponder it, investigate, and theories-has been demonstrated to be the 
sleJ1p,er resources, how to resist temptation take appropriate action, before the schools only phil~sophicai system, school boards-
to. Jl!!edless expense, and how to make open. Two years. is a brief period in go on' building, and striving in defiance of 
reasonable provisions for future con- which to forget the ·horrors of that afflicted philosophy and common sense, t~ warm 
tingencies is an important part of edut:ation. village in Vermont, Jacobs' Mills, where, and ventilate school rooms according to 
The well known thrift of the peasantry out 'of a mere handful of pupils, nearly a the exploded t1-1eorie~ of the past. l1his 
!lnd artisans of F;ance has had a large in- score died, of what was a,t &r~t 4~rl\lde4 so~ qt in~anitr' stupidity, Of c\~li\)e.rate 
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wickedness, whatever the medical experts 
may agree to call it, is practiced in this 
'very city to a degree that should alarm 
parents. Cont~ary to that progress which 
has characterized almost everything else in 
this city, new school-houses go· up, year 
after year, repeating the obnoxious fallacie~ 
of the past in ventilation and in heating 
processes, and stagnation, disease, and 
de,ath still lurk in the school ar::hitecture 
of Chi'cago. The atmosphere of the new 
school house, reeks, as does that, of the old 
ones' with the imprisone:l stench pf 
fetid breath, and the steaming prespiration 
of. hundreds of bodies, many of which 
seldom, if ever, enjoy a thorough bath 
from one month's end to another. Windows 
are left partly open to relieve the strain on 
,the , health ofleachers and pupils, and other 
poor expedients to remedy u~philosophical 
ventilation are resorted to, but the new 
buildings are no better built for all this 
experience with the old ones. 
Supt. J. C. Rathbun, of Buffalo County, 
Wis., has issued a circular urging school 
authorities to look 'to school hygiene more 
carefully during the coming year, and to 
mak'e suitable improvements now before 
the winter sets in. Why not get him to 
inspect the Chicagu school buildings? 
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT. 
Corporal punishment in public schools is 
rapidly decreasing in this country; without 
formally forbidding teachers to resort to it, 
boards of education discourage it. As a 
rule such boards regard the use of the rod, 
as a confession of weakness in the teacher, 
,as it almost always is, when dealing with 
such children as are not now purged from 
the puhlic schools by suspension, expul-
sion, and other means. Last year in one 
of the largest schools of Providence, R. I. 
enrolling 500 pupils, there were but two 
instances ,of corporal punishment; in 
other schools of the same city, it was more 
frequently resorted to. It is more common 
in Chicago sc~ools, where the authorities 
are less ambitious to claim the glory of 
having abolished corporal punishment, 
than they are to decrease t~e number of 
. suspensions and expUlsions, and keep boys 
under wholesome government in school, 
rather th'an turn them loose in the streets, 
to gOOw up in ignorance" contract criminal 
associations, and in time, find their way to 
bridewell, jail, and penitentiary. I It is hard 
to choose between the evil last referred to, 
and the danger of abuse of corporal punish-
ment. There is no doubt tha,t popular 
~entiment applauds the te~chir w~o ayC?id.s 
the use of the rod. But in fact it should 
applaud only in cases where ear-pinching, 
ear-cuffing, nose-tweeking, barbarous pos-
ings of the body in painful positions, sus-
pensions, and expulsions are not sub-
stituted for-Solomon's prescriptions. The 
successful superintendent and teacher is 
he who governs with little, if any, of these 
inflictions, of which tl.e rod is by no means 
the most irrational and degrading. But 
can a teacher keep such boys in school as 
have a right to be there, and for the sake 
of themselves and society should be there, 
and never resort to physical punishment? 
We will not dare t:> answer yes, until we 
ha ve the affirmative testimony of at least 
a half score of teachers, who have dealt 
with the children of the worst city ward 
schools, and learned to govern them (not 
rid themselves of them by expUlsion) with-
out physical inflictions of any kind. 
THE 'EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY occupies 
nearly the same position, on this subject, as 
that finally taken not long ago by the Boston 
School Commi[tee, whicQ a fter carelul in-
vestigation, and wise consultation with the 
best teachers of Boston and other Eastern 
cities, reached the conclusion that it is 
not best to strip school principals of the 
authority to chastise refactory pupils, but 
which at the same time requires the princi-
pal to be ready to justify in every in-
stance; and makes it understood that it 
will hold in special esteem the teacher 
who governs his school well without re-
sorting to the use of the rod or to expul-
sion. 
So far as this attitude renders us open 
to the charge of '!advocating corporal 
punishment," flUng at us by the pedagogic 
demagogue and publisher of school pamph-
lets, who vented his spleen at us in the 
New York State Teachers' Association 
last ~onth, we plead guilty to the indict-
ment, and throw ourselves upon the mercy 
of the courts of the country, which have 
never failed to justify rational use of the 
rod, and to discoura'ge resorts to the 
panacea of the extreme opponents of cor· 
poral punishments, suspension and ex-
pulsions, as of questionable expediency at 
all times. ana in a maj9rity of cases far 
more detrimental to the child and the com-
munity, than the use of corporal punish-
ments. That the critic above referred to 
is not sincerely opposed to corporal pun-
ishment, is manifest from the high com-
mendation he bestows in almost the next 
breath upon one of his cronies, who he! 
says "was dismissed from a school in Chi-
ca~o for makin~ on~ of hi~ boys mind," 
the facts being, as he well knew, that ac-
cording to the testimony given in the 
court, thiS was one of the 1nost barbarous 
abuses of corporal punishnjent in the hiS-
tory of the Chicago !jchools. That our 
critic is a demagogue, is thus clearly sub-
stantiated by ' his own words, uttered in 
close connection with his fling at us, and 
published in pamphlet form by himself, 
lor free distribution through the country-
the association thaI' had listened to them 
not esteeming them worthy of publication 
at the expense of the teachers. 
EDUCATION AS A BAR TO FRAUD. 
We state nothing new in saying that 
such impostures as Howe's bank prove a 
widespread ', deficiency in mental cultiva-
tion. It has been urged that there is a 
gross want of instruction in our schools in 
the elenlentary principles of economics, a 
knowledge of which would serve as a pro-
tection in emergencies of this kind. Un-
doubtedly more of political economy in our 
common-school education would be useful, 
but it mllst be remembered that our swindles 
are by no means linlited to the financial 
sort, while the public mind ' is probably 
more alert in this direction than in any 
other. To rectify the evil by the applica-
ti(!)J) of special knowledge would repuire 
scores of new subjects to be introduced 
into our public school curriculum. Be-
sides, had pohtical economy been ta light 
in the N.:w England schools as other 
things are there taught, we are not sure 
that it would have made much difference 
with the chances of Mrs. Howe's banking 
adventure . . The difficulty was not so much 
a lack of knowledge on this particular sub-
ject as a lack of that mental preparation 
which would qualify for meeting the whole 
class of impositions of which the Ladies' 
Deposit was but a single example. 
The Boston women were undoubteJly 
cheated through their credulity, and this 
state of mil)d was palpably exe'mplified by a 
thousand of them. But the same ~tate of 
mind is exhibited by many other thousands 
of both men and women all over the ' 
country; and it is t,his which has to be met 
by education before any efficient protection 
can be gained against its mischievous re-
sults. Credulity is easy belief, and the 
correction of it is, of course, hardness of 
belief. The credulous person is careless 
of evidence, and is, therefore, readily duped; 
the only remedy for this is douLt, distrust, 
an appreciation of the importance of 
evidence, and a trained capacity to judge 
of it. ] t is necessary that this stat,e of 
suspicion and questioning become a habit 
of the mind, and the sifting of evidence in' 
practical affair~ a distinct branch. of men-
tal cultivation. To escape the eVil effects 
of credulity it is needful that disbelief as 
an attitude of mind be encouraged as a 
virtue: The resistance to evidence must 
be active and vigorous until it is proved to 
be not spurious and illusive, but sound anl\ 
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valid. Our current culture is here prQ-
foundly at fault. Literary education, as 
such, does not favor this habit of mind; 
scientific education properly pursued leads 
to it necessarilv. Literature flourished in 
its highest fOrnlS in the ages of credulity, 
while modern science only arose \vith the 
growth of the spirit of doubt. Training in 
the methods of scientific study seems, there-
fore, to liS, the only adequate remedy for 
that laxity of thinking and dull credulity 
of the popular mind in which widespread 
deceptions and impostures have their 
origin.-Poptdar Scicn(/! Monllzly . 
THE REVOLUTION IN EDUCA-
TION. 
MATHEM ATICAL DEPARTMENT: 
EOITO., DAVID KIRK, BLOO,.Ui a , WIS . 
ARITHMETIC. 
.. 
The following scheme will show the 
scope of the arithmetical work done in the 
Wisconsin Institutes during the fall sessions. 
We add a few remarks on such points as 
seem to require notice: 
l. Continue the work of last year by 
writing numbers greater than 100. 
Exercises in the fundamental operations 
with such numbers. Much more time 
should be spent in tlOi11g than in explaining; 
and neat, rapid, accurate work should be 
It is doubtful whether the generaiity of required. 
well-educated men fully appreciate the 2. Classify numbers (I) as even and 
. great, radical, and almost revolutionary odd; (2) as prime and composite . . Learn 
change which has in ' the past thirty or tests of divisibility by 2, 3,4, 5, 8, 9 and 
forty years come over the scope and spirit 10. Memorize the list of prime numbers 
of English liberal education. Indeed, it less than 100. [It would be well to include 
can hardly be termed a change; but might 6,7, and II in the above numbers. An 
be more correctly designated as a substitu- even number that is divisible by 3 is also 
tion of one branch of human knowledge divisible by 6. For 7 no general rule can 
for another. For, 'whereas, in the first forty be given. This fact should be stated. If 
years of the present century, the dead lan- the sum of the digits in the odd places is 
guages, especially La~in an~ Greek, histor¥, equal to the sum of the digits in the even 
logic and metaphystcs, fairly held thell places the number is divisible by It . Also, 
own against the com putative sciences of'f lb ' d . 
. h' h' d I to t Ie num er forme by the two nght math~mattcs, mec antcs, . p YSICS, . an hand digits of a number, we add the num-
chemtstry, and the systematic or classtfica- b ~ d b th th d"t h II 
tory subjects of botany, geology and zoologYb ert .orme Yb ed? ~brl tbgl s, we Sf tal . fl ' d " h ' 0 am anum er tVtSI e y II, I le 
as toptCS 0 teac ltng an exammatlon, t ey .. lb' d' . 'bl b ] 
seem, at the end of the second forty to ongt~a num er IS IVISI .e y I I. . • . 
h been all but superseded. No doubt 3· Resolve numbers mto. thetr pnme 
. ave. . . factors. From the pruue factors 
In the malO revoluuon, great as It un- f two bit th 
' dl ' h d I tEO or more num ers, se ec ose doubte y I~, as. prove sa ~ ~ry. , ~- which make up the Greatest Common glishme~, ,with theIr character.tsttc tenact- Divisior; those which make up the Least 
ty of eXlstt~g for~s, had re.tallled all but Common Multiple. 
unchanged III th~ll I<!:r~e puhc school~ and [Let the word tlividl!lltl, be used instead 
in the older untv~rstues a fon;n. of IIlt~l- of multiple. Some text books discard the 
lectull;l culture which reallv ongllla.ted III confusing expression Least Common 
tlie mtd?le ages, or. at the lat~st With the Multiple, using in its stead, Least Common 
-restoratIOn of I~arntng. .Thls IS no mere Dividend.] 
figure of speec~. The w~lte.r of the present 4. Obtain Greatest Common Divisor and 
re!llarks t~ok Ius firs~ childish lessons, af- Least Common MUltiple by inspection. [It 
!er masten~~ the rudl~~entary ~rts of read- would be well to ask in this place, w.here in 
IIlg and ~nttng, fro~ Th~ Boke of Roger mathematics do we have to find multiples Ascha~, and rec~tved hiS first rew~rds and (;reatest Common Divisors.] 
for saylllg, parrot-hke by rote, the. a~c!e.nt 5. Exercises in cancellation. 
farragos ,!IOW on!y known by _ the~; ,\mttal 6. Commmon fractions : (I) reduction 
w~rds;- Pro~':la fila: 1Ilarl.~~S, Qlla: to higher terms; to lower terms; to lowest 
genus, and -;1s ttl jJrtESt!n,II . Of the terms; to any given denominators; to 
prest:nt generatIOn, not one III a ~ho~sand least common . denominator ; to whole or 
h~s ever .even heard of these medl:EVal mixed numbers. (2) Exercises in the 
aitlt-lllt1ll0fnS, .or of the somew~at more fundamental operations. showing the 
u~ef~1 schc;>lastic schen~e ?f syllogtsms, be- identity of those operations with fractions 
gmnmg With the c!lbahstlc formula! Bar- and with whole numbers. . 
bara. Celannl. Later on, he and hiS co~- 7 . . Division of measuring which involves 
pamons were expected weekl~ to !1'a~u- fractio'fis. such as 3 is what part of 4? 4 is 
facture, noltllies. volmles, a certam q~antlty how niany ti.mes 3 ? 
of p?etry !-God save the mark !-m the 8. Decimal fractions. Why ' treated as a 
Latm and G;reek ton~ues.. He can well special class. Reduction of common: 
rem~mbe~ hiS ~ather s remonstrance on fractions to decimal,and of decimal fractions 
findmg hun worktng at "that. nasty chem- to common. 
istry, when YOli have not done your Latin [The coinm~m method of teaclling 
verses." decimals which regards' them as tire off-
The Department of Education in England now 
reports 3,433 public schools, with an ' average at-
tendance of 799,05°. 
spring of common fracti~~s ~nste~d of ~he 
decimal system of notatIOn, ,IS m\sleadtng 
and unscientific. Decimal frac~ion~, so 
called, should be taught when whole num-
bers are taught.] 
9. Exercises in the fundamental opera-
tions with decimals. . 
l These exercises should be given before 
common fractions are discussed at all.] 
10. Compound numbers. [It would be 
better to call these denominate numbers.] 
GENERAL NEWS OF THE WEEK. 
. 
The chief of the bureau of statistics reports the 
excess of exports of merchandise for the year end· 
ing with July at $256,6<)1,591. Our gaill ill coin 
for the same period was $<)0,666,977 . 
A numher of citizens of Alaska met at Harrisburg 
0 11 the loth of August, and agreed to hold an 
election on September 5'th for a delegate to the 
47th Congress. They appeal to Congress to grant 
them a Territorial organization ;·which under proper 
restriction should certaillly be granted. ·The presellt 
state of society in that far off d<:pendency ,!f the 
Union is a disgrace to civilization. 
The National Prohibition Alliance has issued a 
call for a national conference of prohibitionists in 
New York City, September 18th and 19th. 
A telegram from Tehesme, Asia Minor, says the 
recent earthqliake there and on the Island of Chi a 
was more violent than the one of Inst April. The 
inhabitants are in despair. 
The authorities of Hamburg refused to allO\v 
Henrici, a Jew-baiter, to address a public meeting 
there. -
A dispatch from nerlin says: The emperor hag 
returned to the capital in improved health. 
.Captain Hooper, of the revenue'steanier Corwin, 
sends to the Secretary of the Treasury a report of 
his cruise up to July 4th, when he touched at St. 
Michael's. He found Indians at Cnpe Sertlze who 
saw the Jeannette on her way north. 
Forest fires are raging in Arkansn.", where no 
rain has fallen for ten weeks, and ,in many sections 
trees are shedding their foliage as if stmck hy frost. 
The farmers of Kentucky, with an eye to the' 
failure of the corn crop in that state, arc Hooding 
the Louisville stock yards with cattle al\d hogs. 
The latest news from England is to the effect 
that the Englislf wheat harvest has been almost 
destroyed by the late storms. The £..o,ulo" Tillles 
says that many of the farmers. are entirely ruined. 
The home grain markets have been greatly 
excited durinlYthe past ten days. Fortunes have 
been made and lost in the rise of corn and wheat. 
The following are specimens of the ntmors on 
Change: "Among the luc~ ones by the grain 
market excitement are numbered Leo Blume, who 
is credited with a profit of $120,000; Will Com-
stock, who has cleared $100,000, and C. H. Mears, 
who is credited with gains of $200,000. Captain 
William M. Jones, of Des Moines, has inade $100,' 
000 in grain recently. " , • 
v The Believers' Bible Conference, now in session 
at Old Orchard Beecli, Me., call upon Secretary 
Blaine to suggest an early day. 'for national 
humiliafion and prayer to God for the recovery ; f 
the President. 
Already over $150,000 of the proposed fund of 
$250,000, as a future provision fo'r Mrs. Garfieid, 
has been paid into the hands of the committee, ami 
CyntS W. Field says tbllt there is no doubt that the 
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rest of the amount c·an be raised in a few hours in 
case of the President's death. 
The corn crop of Illinois promises to be about 
three·fifths as large as last year. The yield in Iowa, 
Missouri and Kansas., will be cut down ·from 2S to 
50 per cent. by drought. The pasturage ·on the 
Kansas and Colorado plains ha·s be& so badly 
scorched by the drought, that the stock men are 
seriously alanned for the safety of their herds. 
Switzerland is growing inhospitable toward 
nihilists. The noted nihilist, Prince Krapotkin, has 
just been denied asylum there, and has turned to 
take refuge in London. England never denies 
asylum to political refugees, and yet she complains 
that we grant asylum to O'Donovan Rossa. 
The order of insane }i'enians, which proposes to 
destroy what sympathy the civilized world may 
have with Irishmen who yearn for the liberation of 
Ireland from British domination, and annihilate 
British supremacy on the ocean at the same time 
by the use of dynamite, has promulgated the follow-
ing awful warning: 
AlJlerican~ and all fri~nds of Ireland are hereby 
warned agamst embarkmg upon any vessel flying 
the British Rag after Thursday, Sept. 1. Many 
may reach their destination, b,ut 1l0lle are sa/ e. 
By order of THE CENTRAL COMMI'I'TE. 
Chicago, Aug. 27, 1881. 
The relief steamer Commodore Rodgers, in 
He""ch of the Arctic exploring steamer Jeannette, 
reached Petropaulooski July 13th, and received on 
hoard furs, tmined Esquimaux dogs, coal and 
other provisions for the voyage into the far north. 
The president of the Swiss confederation, in 
receiving United States Minister Cramer, expressed 
.the sorrow and anger of Switzerland at the act 
which brought President Garfield to the brink of 
the tomb, and an earnest hope for his· recovery. 
Parts ofIreland are still so unsettled that it is 
necessary to organize arnled bodies of laborers to 
go out into these districts ami harvest the \ crops. 
A dispatch from Alexandria says Riza Pasha has 
dismissed the minister of public works. The dis-
missal of the minister of foreign affairs is expected 
daily. The new minister of war, who is unpopular 
with the troops, is expected to attempt their dis-
bandment. 
The Ameer. of Afghanistan is marching upon 
C",idahar to dislodge Ayoob Khan, brother of 
Yakoob Khan, the deposed Ameer. Ayoob 
defeated the present Ameer badly a rew weeks ago, 
driving him Ol~t . of Candahar; but the Ameer has 
gathered fresh forces -since then, whereM it is 
reported through English sources that the troops of 
Ayoob, not having bee~ paid, are deserting him in 
considerable numbers. 
A dispatch from Geneva reports that a huge mass 
o( rock and earth h~s . fallen from the mountain 
side at Lomvix, Canton of Grisons, and blocked up 
the course of the river Jobel, an ailluent of the 
Rhine, converting the valley into a lake. 
At Antanarivo,l on the Island of Madagascar a 
new college building has just been completed ',?y 
the London Missionary Society, at a cpst of $~o,ooo. 
The order of merit left vacant by the death of 
Thomas Carlyle, has heen conferred by the Em-
1'eror of Germany on Prof. Wm. D. Whitney, of 
Vale College. 
The London Institute for Technical Edncation 
has just made the Prince of Wales the president of 
its g.uild. Hi~ Roy~1 Highness in person took 
pan III the laymg of the corner stone of their new 
college huiltling a few weeks since. 
", 
STATE NEWS. southern part of the State. Aside from this it would be hard to criticise this meeting, which has in-
structed and inspired the younger teachers especially 
ILLINOIS. to " degree that made itself felt . 
The scheme for the erection of a great public The County Institute at Tuscola-says the bz«r-
library building in Chicago, as a memorial of the OuO/z- underthe direction of Professor Starr, closed 
city's marvelOl~ recovery from the destruction last week. Taken all in all, it was a very. useful 
wrought by the great fire of Oct. 9, 1871, is pro· session. It might have been still more so if certain 
ceeding favorably. teachers of the county, who should have been there, 
The report of Mr. W. F. Poole, the city librarian, had not made arrangements to be elsewhere, or 
for the month of July, showing that during the lounged at home. 
working days of the month there had been 26,967 The Champaign County Institute, under the 
books issued from the library, being adaily average general direction of Supt. Mrs. E. C. Larned, has 
of 1,079, against a daily average of 980 volumes tri ed the novel plan of dividing up the honors of 
during the same month of the preceding year. the chairmanship amOl;g ten or more of the leading 
The daily average of withdrawal shows an increase school principals. The plan is believed to have 
of JO per cent. per annum. The visitors to · the awakened somewhat more interest among the 
library during last month were 2,037, against 1,205 teachers of the county generally, and to have im-
in July of last year; those who consulted the files pressed the persons called to act as chairmen with 
of American patents were 463, against 329 of last a livelier sense of responsibility for the success of 
year; the visitors to tlie reading-room were 27,34 1, the session. The exercises have not been very 
against ·17,455 in July of last year; and' the issue different from' those of last year, but there is always 
of periodicals reached 12,906, against 11,458 in noticeable at Champaign CounLy Institute, a 
July of lost year. The average of Sunday visitors determination to give natural science, and 
for the month has reached 1,003 each Sunday, particularly natural history, greater prominence in 
against 267, the average in july of last· year. common school instmction than it receives in most -
We have received from the Bureau of Education other places. Great stress is laid on the importance -
Circulars of Infonnation NO.7, of 1880, on "The of inculcating habits of observation,. and a love of 
Spelling Reform," a paper by F. A. March, LL. D.; nalural research, and of beginning very early to do 
No. I, of 1881, "The Constl'llction of Public this- using the collecting and classifying of leaves, 
Libraries," by Mr. Wm. F. Poole, the highly flowers, insects, etc. , as a means to the end sought. 
original and energetic librarian of the Chicago Pub- Some of the children's collections of the Champaign 
lic Library; and NO·7, of 1881, "The Relation of County ~choo\S are quite sUIl,rising. 
Education to Industry and Technical T;aining in 
American Schools," by E. E. White, LL. D., Professor S. Ives Curtiss, D. D., of the Chicago 
President of Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind: Theological Seminary, who has spent his vacation 
The last two of these should be read by all who in Leipsig, Germany, translating Professor Delitzch's 
I ve t d . "ny- ' tl th t II' I t I "ol,i Testament I-Iistory of Redeml)tion," will re-moo m u way WIle es a) IS Imen an, 
management of public libraries; and those who turn home the first week in September, in time for. 
nre ready to give serious thought, such as must be the opening of the new term in the seminary, Sept. 
given, sooner or later, to the vital importailce of 14· He will be accompanied by Professor H. M~­
using our public schools to prepare young people Donald Scott, who is to give instruction in 
for industrial pursuits. Dr. March has succeeded ecclesiastical history · in the seminary the coming 
in his paper on "Spelling Reform" in making that year. WISCONSIN. 
subject unusually interesting even to persons not as 
yet converts to his teachings. The Waupaca County Institute, which opened at 
The Kankakee institute has been well attended. New London, Aug. 22, will close Friday, Sept. 2d. 
There has been very little powder burnt for t'he On the 26th of August everything looked · well for 
mere flash and detonation. The aim has been an intei·esting session. There were then upwards 
steadily kept in sight that the first purpose of the of sixty members enrolled, and a number of otljers 
. in all.en·dance, some of whom have I)robably 
meeting is to prepare the great body of the teachers 
for their work in the primary and grammar schools. enrolled since that time. Professor A. A. MiIl~r is 
Methods have been discussed in the light of actual the condnctor, ·The programme is virtually the 
practice and results. The County Superintendent same as· recommended by the State Superintendent. 
himself- Prof. Paddock-improves' with years. His Carried out faithfully it helps the rural school 
experience in the Superintendency, together with teachers, certainly, and the primary and grammar 
his continued study, is ripening him. lie has school teachers of the towns. There is:t feeling 
clearer conceptions of what an institute should be, that the attendance of the promil)ent teachers of 
·d k f: I h . the county is not sO large as it should be'. 
an ' nows ar Iletter than w len e began how to 
make it what he _needs it to be. Henceforth ,tudents of the Law Department of 
The Will COUl\ty institute, if we mistake liot Wisconsin State University must have attended that 
was not so ·. well attended as last year. The i"nstitute one full college year, and have studied in 
extremely hot weather was against it. TI~e public the office o,f some attorney two yea~, or must have 
exercises were, usually, better attended, if possible, studied in the law school two years before they will 
than hitherto. One criticism seems to be called be graduated. 
for. It is that there is too much of th.e time of the There are sixty-si~ members regularly enrolled ill 
institute given to listening to the opinions of imma· attell clance on the Sank county teachers' institute. 
ture teachers, on subjects often not !he most profit- Besides these there is a large transient attendance, 
able that could be selected. The subjects to be including many of the best citizens of Reedsburg 
discussed at an institute should be assigned- not and vicinity. The concltictor is Professor L: W. 
left to 'the chance selection of thi s or that person, Briggs, of Oshkosh. He employs nomlal methods 
who is requested to read a paper, 01' talk to the as far as possible, ancl has given the institute the 
teachers. There was less ground for complaint on character to a good degree of an itinernnt normal 
this score here than nt most of the institutes in the school. 
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IOWA. 
The following condensed report in one of our 
exchanges of one day's exercises in the Cou'nty 
Normal at Muscatine indicates, to some degree at 
least, the eminently practical character of that 
excellent by conducted institute. 
MUSCATINE, AUGUST 9, I88!. 
In arithmetic, decimal fractions was the sub-
ject. Much atten tion is given to the principles. 
The Why? is the important question. Enough rote 
work has been done in our schools. A gentleman 
gave as a reason, "The' rule says so and we get the 
principles from the rules." It is to be hoped that 
no one will go into the school room an!l give such 
an explanation. 
In account· keeping, bills and receipts were con· 
sidered. Prof. Harris aims at accuracy, neatness 
and rapidity in the work. A marked improvement 
is noticed in the-written work. 
Township government was treated in Manual pf 
Io,va, and land surveys reviewed. 
Political maxims were recited in civil govern-
ment. The assigned lesson was the powers of 
Congress. 
. A full outline' of the adjective was placed on the 
1l1ackboard and copied by teachers. Daily drills 
on parsing are given. 
Leaflets were distributed in the reading class 
from ·which words were selected, placed on the 
board wiih the proper di'acritical marks. Some 
line gems of thought were quoted; we give but 
two: 
' ~Perform a good deed, speak a kind word, 
bestow a pleasant smile, and you shan receive the 
same in 'return ; the happiness you bestow upon 
others, is reflected back to your own bosom." 
C. E. MEEK. 
"As jewels encased in a casket of gold; 
. Where the richest of treasures we hide. 
So our purest of thoughts are deep and untold, 
Like the gems that are under the tide." 
LIZZIE L. WINSLOW. 
An organ has been received and it is hoped the 
ladies and gentlemen will furnish some good music. 
The teachers seem 'wide awake and eager to ask 
questions. 
There are new arrivals daily. Enrollment to 
date 9!. 
There are 159 members enrolled' at the Gr"ene 
county Normal Institute, at Jefferson . Supt. H. A. 
Turrill is much gratified with the general character 
of the ~embership, for intelligence, and previous 
preparation, many of the attendants having en· 
joyed excellent educational advantages, and a con· 
siderable proportion of them being teachers of from 
one to ten years experience in the work. His 
assistants are teachers of large experiences and 
skill as instructors. Opportunity has been given 
for the members to ask- questions, discuss topics, 
give the results of their oWn practice, and so en-
liven and improve the exercises. 
The eight , annual session ' of the Linn County 
Normal Institute has just fairly closed. The en· 
rollment was 160-; a falling off as compared with 
that of last year, which was about 200. Several 
reasons have been assigned for this· falling off-but 
the general impression is, that it was due mainly to 
the adoption of the four years graded course, pre· 
p; red by State Superintendent Von' Coelen and hi~ 
advisers. This restricts the work to fewer subjects 
than institutes of former years undertook to discuss, 
and gave display teachers much less opport~nity to 
air their philosophy, and plume their rhetoric than 
aforetime. As a consequence some of these gentle· 
men and ladies stayed away. The,institute having 
been organized to do systematic work, and keep. 
ing close to the programme, has accomplished 
excellent results, that will benefit the schools of the 
county, more than any previous instituts has ever 
done. 
The three weeks' session has been un der t\,e 
management of J. W. McClellan, of Marion as con-
ductor. The corps of instructors, Mrs. H . J. Mc· 
Clellan, Professor H . H . Freer, of Cornell College, 
~1ount Vernon, and Professor J. Piper, whom we 
clail)1 for Iowa, because he has been identified with 
so much of the educational work of the State. 
Besides these, Professor W. M. Friesner, Supel:in-
tendent elect of Cedar Rrwids public school ; Pro-
fessor W. W. Grist, who is to fill the chair of 
Mathematic in' Coe College, Cedar Rapids (both 
newly ·imported Ohio talen t, by the way), have con· 
tributed to the interests of the occasion; as well as 
Superintendent D. N. Mason, of the Marion schools; 
the Rev. A. M. Collins, l'rofessor J. O. Dobson, 
and a number of lady teachers, whose "model 
class" exhibition~ have been of great value, since 
they were the practical application of. the advanced 
methods. whose theories the teachers were receiving 
in daily drill. . 
President J. L. Pickard, of 'Iowa State University. 
has ' returned from California; where he has been 
recruiting during the vacation. His health is reo 
ported good. He has brought home several ad· 
ditions to the University-Cahinet. The indica· 
tions for a large attendance next fall are excellent. 
The only misgiving is that the reduced crops, the 
result of the "drought of this summer may deter 
some who have intended to attend college, or the 
professional schools. 
The Linn County 'tea,chers, in their recent in · 
sritute, adopted the following resolution. 
WHEREAS, One of the instructors who has aided 
in making our institutes so enjoyable in former 
years has been chosen as a candidate for tlie office 
of State Superintendent of Schoob. 
Reso/ved, That we congratulaJ e, Professor J. W. 
Akers 0]1 the high honors thus attained, and in the 
event of his election we shall look for a careful and 
conscientious administration of the duties of his 
office. 
Tliey also decorated the retiring county Su· 
perintendent, Mr. J ohnson, with a gold watch, as a 
token of appreciation of his services; as Superinten-
dent for eight years past. 
MICHIGAN. 
The annual announcement of the Tecumseh pub-
lic schools for 1881 ·82-Elihu B. Fairfield, Superin. 
tendent, comes to us in i,eat pamphlet form . There 
are three teachers in the high seho~l; the Superin· 
tendent, Miss Louise C. W. Walker and Miss 
Margaret E. Morton. The teacher of the grammar 
Department are the Misses Georgiana Carman, 
Alice S. Wimple, Mary Frazer, and Minnie E . 
Keeney; and in the Primary department the 
Misses Mamia M. Monaghan, Metta . McBride, E. 
May Henderson , and Nannie Kyle. The courses 
of study in the High School have been framed upon 
the basis laid down by the State University, so that 
a student who holds a .diploma of graduatio'n, is 
qualified for matriculation in any of the cblleges. 
Students who have gone to the Michigan University 
from this High School have been invariably suc· 
cessful in their examinations aird stand among the 
foremost in their classes. 
. Students in the High School desiring to attend 
the State Normal School credited there with 
work fully completed ·here. 
Adriau College will award a scholarship, annual· 
ly, to the student in the graduating class who com· 
pletes the course with the highest honors. 
The Lrl/ls;,'g R epublic publishes the following 
list of the persons recently elected as school exam· 
iners in the several counties of the state, with the 
exception of Alcona, Delta, Isle Royal, Manitou, . 
Ontonagon, and Presque Isle counties, from which 
no reports have, as yet, been received: 
Allegan-P. A. Latta, Allegan; J. F . Taylor, 
Douglass; J. W. Humphrey, Wayland. 
Alpena-~. R. M,cDonald, F. S. Dewey, J. A. 
Corbin, all of Alpena. . ' 
Antrim-C. M. Ranger, E lk Rapids ; F. H. 
Thurston, Central Lake ; S. F. Hill, Manc~lona. 
Baraga- E. L. Mason, L'Anse; J ames Bendry, 
Baraga; Oscar J. Foote, L'Anse. 
Harry-T . B. Diamond, Delton ; G. E. Bowers, 
Hastings; C. B. Hall , Hastings. 
Bay- IIi. R. Hartwell, Pinconning ; J. H . Sharpe, 
Essexville ; J. J. Decker, Standish. 
Benzie-·Mrs Rose Woodward, Frankfort ; Rev. 
A. L. Gridley, Benzonia; Lot Nevins, Benzonia. 
Berrien-C. B. Groat, Niles; H. C. Crosby, New 
Buffalo; J . C. Lawrence, Benton Harbor. 
Branch- M. B. Campbell, Quincy; C. C. Lake, 
Sherwood; A. J. Cook, Coldwater . 
Calhoun-E. Marble, Marshall; Miss Clara B. 
Robertson, Albion; C. C: McDermid, Battle Creek. 
Cass-D. B. Ferris, Cassopolis; M. Pemberton' 
Vandalia; E . M. Stephensoli, Cassoolis. 
Charlevoix-,Wm. Harris, Norwood; A. · W. 
Chew, Burgess; John Redpath, Boyne Falls. 
Cheboygan-O. B. Weed, Frank Shepard, 
Thomas Bently, all of Cheboygan. , 
Chippewa-E. S. B. Sutton, Thomas Ryan, G. 
L. Trempe, all of Sault Ste. Marie. 
Clare- Geo. J . ~lIInmins, Farwell; 9. E. AI· 
ward, Clare; Thos. W. Averill, Harrison. 
Clinton- W. H. Brunson, St. Johns; L. F. Con· 
rad, Wacousta; S. W. Baker, Ovid. • 
Crawford,- Rev. Wm. Putman, Grayling; Will. 
A. Masters, Grayling; Rev. Warren P. Wilcox, 
Roscommon. -
Eaton-J. Estabrook, Olivet; Orr Schurz, Eaton 
Rapids; J . -L. Wagner, Grand Ledge. 
Emmet- W. S. Potter, Petoskey; A. L. Deuel, 
Harbor Springs; J. L. Morrice, J:larbo.r Springs. 
Genesee- E. D. Black, Davidson Station; A. E. 
.Ransom, Flushing; G. F . ,Brown, Flint. 
Gladwin-W. H. Cole, Gladwin; Thos. Bowers, 
Edenville; C. C. Foutch, Gladwitl. 
Grand Traverse-A. G. Reynolds, Old Mission; 
S. G. Burkhead, Traverse City; Dr. C. J. Knee· 
land, Traverse City. . 
Gratiot-N. A. Richards, St. 'Louis; Inman 
Cowdry, Ithaca; Rev. F .. L. Bristol, Ithaca. 
Hillsdale~W. A. Drake, Hillsdale; C. R. Cory. 
ell, Jones ville; Jerome Travis, North Adams. 
, Houghton-Dr. C. W. Niles, Calumet; W. B. 
Northnrp, Hancock; Wm. Bath, Houghton. 
Huron-Devere Hall, Caseville; Geo. A. May· 
wood, Bad Axe; A. E. Cook, Sebawaing. 
Ingham-John J. Calkins, Leslie; W. k sa Rowe, 
Mason; E. E. Grang~r, D;msville. ' 
Ionia-C. L. Bemis, Portland; J . H. Tibbetts, 
Ionia; J. W. Ewing, Ionia. . 
losco-Chas. R. Henry, Au Sable; D. E. Guiley, 
Tawas City; C. E. Joslin, East Tawas. 
Isabella-L. C. Griffith, Free Estee, M. Dev·. 
ereaux, all of Mt. Pleasant. 
Jackson-D. E. H askins, Concord; Eugene Mil· 
. ler, Grass Lake; D. C. Pierce, Brooklyn. 
Kalamazoo- W: A. Anderson, Kalamazoo; Ash· 
ley Clapp, Oshtemo; Milton Bradley, Richland. 
Kalk'aska-Warren Douglas, Lodi; 10hn M: 
Morley, Kalkaska; C. C. Jencks, Kalkaska. 
Kent-G. A. Ranney, Cannonsburg; E . A. 
Fletcher, Granel Rapids; W. M. Chapman, Low. 
ell. 
Keweenaw-Frantz H. Coe, Phrenix; James 
Dunstan, Central Mine; Marshall Brinton Dela. 
ware Mine. ' , 
Lake-J.. W. Nicholson, De~" Lake; D. A. 
Cornell, Chase; Frank E. Withey, Baldwin. 
Lapeer-Frank Millis, Dryden; Chas. S. May, 
Imlay City; Frank S. Porter, North Branch. . 
Leelanaw-J. S. Hutchinson, Northpart; Wm. 
H . Crowell, Maple City; Mrs. M. A. W. Dunlap 
Traverse City. ' 
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Lenawee-E. G. W'Ilker, Adrian; D. A. Ham-
mond, Blissfield; -c. D. West, Fairfield. 
Livingston-T. Gordon, ' Jr., Howell; G. F . 
Brown, Brighton; Hiram E. Reed, Howell. 
Mackinac-Charles Connor, St. Ignace; S. S. 
Jessop, Mackinac; W. H. Tucker, Gilchrist. 
Macomb-O. D. Thompson, Romeo; Wesley 
Sears, Mt. Clemens; Frank F. Williams, Utica. 
Manistee-James Dodd, Bear Lake; Miss Mary 
Tibbets, Mamstee; Wesley B. Horton, Manistee. 
Marquette-Charles Kelsey, Marquette; M. J . 
Whitney, Negaunee; J ohn Northmore, Republic. 
Mason-Samuel N. Hill, Ludington; Gilbert H . 
Blodgett, Victory; Charles E. Storrs, Marble. 
Mecosta- I'. M. Brown, Big Rapids; G. R . Ma-
~one, Mecosta; T. W. Robbins, Millbrook. 
Menominee-A. W. Bill, Menominee; J. W. 
Bird, Menominee; Thomas E. Holmes, Spalding. 
Midlnnd-T. W. Crissey, Midland; H. G. Foun· 
tain, Midland; C. J . Winslow, Lee's Corners. 
Missaukee-Abraham Staut, Lake City ; A. D. 
Bell, Roy; John Hulst, Vogel Center. 
Monroe-Jos. R. Rogers, Willits; John F. GiII-
day, Lasalle; Seth C. Randall, Dundee. 
M'ontcalm-E. P. Church, Greenville; S. F. 
Kennedy, Lakeview; Rev. W. H. Utler, Stanton. 
Montmorency-John Hamilton, Alpena; J. 
Wiggins, Alpena; A. Bargher, Otsego Lake. . 
Muskegon-S. M. Burgess, Fruitport; N. L. 
Downie, North Muskegon; R. J. L. Mathew, 
Montague. 
Newaygo-John Hanvood, Fremont Center; 
Dr. Tyson Smith, Newaygo; Eugene H . Hillman, 
Newaygo. 
Oakland-Elmer R. Webster, Pontiac; Clark 
Stanton, Holly ; T. S. Clark, Rose Center. 
Oceana- Frank Van WickIe, Hart; Geo. C. 
Myers, New Era; Seth Edson, Hart. 
Ogemaw·- Thos. J. Stottle, Jr. , Churchill ; J us. 
S. Fraser, West Branch; Jas. F. Gregg, Maple 
Ridge. 
Osceola-Edward S. Woods, LeRoy; J . B. 
Sleezer, Sears; J. G. Van Winkle, Hersey. 
Oscodn.-Samuel H. Hagaman, Damon; M. H. 
_Colvin, Damon; Bradley Johnston, Indian Lake. 
Otsego-Frank A. Bla,\win, Gaylord ; Albert A. 
Crnne, Gaylord; Wm. D. Hill, Wright's Lake. 
Ottawa- J . F. Zwemer, SpringLake; Mrs Addie y. Weathenvax, Jenisonville; A. W. Taylor, Nun-
len. 
Roscommon-Geo. L. Alexander, Marion ; F. 
Parker, G. F. Mathews, all of Roscommon. 
Saginaw- Rev. J. S. Goodman, East Sagi naw ; 
Henry C. Tefft, St. Charles; T. F. Casamer, Zil-
waukee. 
I. St. Clair-John C. Clarke, St. Clair; Harvey 
I'appen, Columbus; Hiram C. Annis, Blaine. 
St. Joseph-J! G. Plowman, White Pigeon; J. 
W. Bently, Mendon; David Howell, Three Rivers. 
Sanilac-George A. Parker, Port Sanilac; L. 
Messer, Marlette; John A. Snody, Forestville. 
Schoolcraft-George K . Newcombe, Manistque; 
Joseph Walsh, Garden; A. O. Blackwell, Onota. 
Shiawassee-W. D. Castle, Bennington; Geo. W., 
Sickles, Gains Station; Geo. R. Brandt, Morrice. 
Tuscola-Edward A. Brown, Watertown, Clar-
nce Q. Tappan, Vas~ar; A. C. Brower, Caro. 
Van Buren-Geo. F. Burkett, J3angor; Henry 
u.pton, Decatur; H . M. Stout, Bloomingdale. 
Washtenaw--Z. Truesdel, Ann Arbor; Geo. S. 
Wheeler, Salem Center; Edwin C. Warner, Ypsi-
lanti. 
Wayne-C. T. Grawn, Plymouth; Dr. J.P. Reed, 
Rockwood ; J. E. W. Lumley, (Springwells), De· 
troit. 
Wexford-H. C. Foxworthy, Manton; Rev Geo. 
S. Hicks, Sherman; H. M. Enos, Cadillac. 
INDIANA. 
Professor N. Newby, formerly teacher of mathe· 
matics in the State Normal school at Terre I Haute, 
has been re-elected to that place. The other Va' 
cancies, created by the resignations of several 
members of. last year's faculty, have been fill~d by 
the election of Principal Howard Sandison, of the 
Terre Haute High school, to be teacher of meth-
,ods; Principal Michael Seiler, of the Lnfayette 
High school, to he teacher of geography; and Mi" 
M. E. Norton, a graduate of Michigan University. 
The; Indiana School JOllrnai says of Miss Norton: 
"She recently graduated at Michigan University, 
having completed two years' work in one year, and 
taking at the same time both the degrees, A. B. 
and A. M." - As n general rule the students who 
take two years to complete the work of two years 
arc morc to be commended than those who crowd 
through on the douhle quick. There are- rare ex· 
ceptions, however, and Miss Norton may be one of 
them. The taking the two c1egrees, A. B. and A. 
.l\'l., at the same time, seems to call for explana-
tion. How was it done, Brother Bell? Why was 
it done, Dr. Angell. 
The recent elections of coun ty superintendents 
in Indiana resulted in very many changes. \"'e re-
gret to sec some of those whom we have known as 
fai thful, hard working and really 'successful super· 
intendents, compelled to give place to new men, 
however well qualified some of the latter may be. 
There are a score or more of cases, however, in 
which the change cannot possibly prove detri· 
mental, and is likely to he of great advantage to 
the schools. We shall puhlish a list of the superin-
tende nts elect as soon as it is formally announced. 
Mr. Fish; of Chicopee, Mass., having declined 
the principalship of the Indianapolis High school, 
recently proffered to him, Principal W. W. Grant, 
of the Leavenworth (Kan . ) High school, has. heen 
elected to fill the vacancy. He is a graduate of 
Harvard University, was for four years principal of 
an academy in New York slate, and has been in 
the Leavenworth High school eight years. 
OHIO. 
The rule abolishing secret societies at Dennison 
University, Granville, was never successfullyen-
forced, and so it ha, at las t been repeal« \. Under 
the circumstances it would have been better if it 
had never been proclaimed. 
The impression extant in many minds that 
Marietta College is founded on the land grants for 
college purposes made through and by the old Ohio 
Company, which founded Marietta, is not correct. 
Those grants were absorbed by the Ohio State 
University, which has itself been pretty much 
absorhed by had management. 
CALIFORNIA. 
The State University of California wisely de-
tennined to place a successful public school princ-
ipal at the head of that institution, that it may be 
so organized and ad ministered as to bring about a 
feeling of kindredship between the university and 
the public schools. The hoard did another wise 
thi'ng. It elected Professor W. T. Reid, Principal 
of the Boys' High school, San l' rancisco, to the 
presidency of the university . 
SOUTHERN. 
Texas is likel)" to have hy far the largest school 
and college fund of any state in the Union. There 
are now $2,000,000 in the treasury, and when the 
remaining 40,060,000 acres of land are sold, tlte 
fund will aggregate upwards of $1,000,000,000. 
The faculty of the Kentucky Military Instit;,te, 
at Farmdale, Ky., has been increased by the ad-
dition of Major B. W. Arnold, M. A., of Virginia, 
as teacher of languages. Prof. Arnold has had 
over twenty years' experience as a teacher. 
Ther .. has been an (lttempt made to abolish the 
teaching of German in the Louisville High Scliool; 
but without success. 
California has school property to the value of 
$7,000,000, and spends $3,000,000 yearly upon -her 
schools. For all this, there are but 100,000 at: 




I. If a member of the boarel resigns in favor of 
a certain party, this fact will not give the persoll 
named any advantage over others, to be chosen to 
fill the vacancy. A director cannot delegate power, 
to serve in hi s place on the board, to another per-
son. • . , 
2- A new independent district can be form~d as ' 
provided by chapll' r 133, page 80, S. L. 1880, at 
any time of year, and the new organization win go 
into effect as soon as completed. But if such 
organization is completed after the first of Au· 
gust, the taxes for that year must be collected by the 
former district, and such division afterward made 
as is agreed upon in the settlement regarding 
assets and liabilities. 
3. When the county or state superintendent, on 
the trial of an appeal, affi rms the discretionary act 
of the board locating a school-house site, the board 
may exercise thei r discretion, and relocate the site, 
as though no appeal had been taken. 
4. It was the supposition of the committee that 
prepared the four years' graded cour,e of study for 
Im:ititutes, that but few teachers would ' be found 
qualified to take the work of the fourth year. It is 
therefore recommended that for the present year 
the work should he limited to the first three years 
of the course. C. "V. VON Cot:LLN, 
Superintendent of PllfJiic IlIstrllction 
DES MOINES, July 18, 1881. 
INDIANA. 
State Superintendent Bloss recentl y addressed 
the Attorney-General as follows: 
H ON. D.P. BALDWIN- D enr Sir: By supple-
mental section n; under section 43 of the school 
laws, county superintendents are authoril'.ed to ex-
amine the oflicial dockets, records and book> of 
certain officers mentioned in said section; they are 
also required to institute suit under conditions 
therein named. As you are also authorized by law 
to discharge the same duties, I desire your opinion 
upon the following points ; 1St. Is it the duty of 
the county superintendent to examil)e the official 
dockets, records, and books of account referred to 
in supplemen tal section ]) of sect ion 43 of the 
school laws? 2d. I-Iaving examined the dockets, \ 
records, etc. , referred to in the first question, is it 
the duty of the county superintendent" to institute 
suit," or to cause suit to be instituted for the re-
covery of interest, fines, and forfeitures, etc., "for 
the benefit of the school fund?" 3'\. Is a county 
superintendent entitled to hi s per diem for the 
time which he spends ,in inspecting the records re-
ferred to in the first question? 
To which 
follows : 
J OI-IN M. BLOSS, -
S"perintmdent Public Instrllctiolt. 
Attorney-General Baldwin replied as 
H ON. JOHN M. BLoss- DearSir: In all,'wer to 
your questions addressed me, allow me to say: 
First- That I think it is the duty of the county 
superi nteIJden t to examine the official dockets, reo 
,cords and books of account referred to in your first 
question. 
Secoltd- That the Sl\preme Court has held (55 
Ind. page 360) that county superintenden ts haye no 
power to institute suits to ~ecover fines, interests, 
forfeitures, li.~enses, etc., named in supplemental 
section D or section 43 of the school Jaws. That 
is the duty and province of the Attorney-General.- -
But as I am satisfied that large sums of money are 
apnually lost to the school fund from this source, I 
will cheerfully, when such defaults are reported to : 
me, give the necessary authority to collect such 
sums of money, and to institute suit therefor. 
My assistants 'visit county officers, but seldom go 
to county justices or township trustees. The prin· 
cipal source of loss to th~ school fund arises from 
fines assessed by such ju,tices, and licenses col-
lected in the sm;tll towns. Considerable school 
fund interest, anel occasionally principal, is also 
lost. 
Third-I thiuk that county superintendents 
would be entitled to their per diem at the hands 9f 
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the county commissioners while thus protecting the 
;;chool fund. 
I should be glad to co·operate with the county 
superintendents in thus increasing and protecting 
our splendid school fund, and will, upon applica· 
tion, furni sh the necessary instructions as to the law. 
DANIEL P. BAl.DWIN, Att ' y·Gen. 
THE SCHOOL ROOM. 
GETTING INTO HARNESS. 
matters that cannot be other than "unknown 
quantities" as fast as possible, and when you under· 
take your duties, give such careful thought to them 
that all pri!Vmtiblc mistakes may.be avoided. It is 
a dreadful "put.back" to be obliged to retrace the 
steps already journeyed and hegin over ngain. 
Especially should you hegin ri gh tly in your 
school room management. Jnsisl upon orderl y 
and quiet movemcnt :-i from the start. Do not over· 
look grave derelictions from discipline, on the· plea 
that you are just begining and arc IlOt" in order yet. 
or course, the machine will not nlll vcry well until 
its wheels are examined a ud all parts well oiled. 
But you must not let a great slone gel in the works 
the first day, whose interference wiB certainly 
It is vcry har<:l work. There's no denying it. sin ash lip the whole concern, if allowed to remain. 
After a sea."ion of free r:anging ove r hill and meadow, . A teacher, after havin g a six weeks' fight with a 
what horse would not chafe when bronght back to vcry hard school before , he conquered it, told us 
bit am!" ' bri,lIe· again? It is very liard for the that she ascribed fully half her dilli cnlty to the fact 
teacher to get into harness again, but it must be that she had no t courage, the I-ir: .. t day, to stop a 
done, and it would make things a little easier hoy who was cooly playing jackstones behind his 
perhaps if he were to remember that it is doubly rqised desk lid . She saw what he was doing ; had 
hard ·for his pupils to comc under the reins once she given the matter a moment' s clear thought, she 
more. He has the discipline of years to help him, would have known that he was the school's leader 
they have not. Aided by this. discipline the curb· in mischief, and could only be put down by "prompt 
ing of movement ~nd act ion may hav~ an and vigorous treatm ent." Hut the schuol was thc 
accustomed sense .that IS almost a pl easure; thlS, to !argest one she had ever undertaken to manage and, 
a healthy lilt!. child, ·is simply impossible . It daunted her. It 'yas a g rade too, to which she 
Vet there may be a nleaslue in gett ing into was unaccustomed. A glance around at the clark . 
harness again. Ev~u the restivc horse shows that young faces - the pupils were mostly drnwn from 
when, well curber! at last, he steps off, with· elastic the alleys of a great ci ty ~showed her that she 
step and ~rching neck, to the wor,k. given hirn. would never gain control o r th em save thro' a lon g, 
\\lork is easier after <1 st:ason of rest, It has a new· stern struggle. Her heart rainted within her at the 
ness anti a freshness abont it that is delightful. prospect. Instead o r pntting rrom her thi s feeling 
Vacation had no! been long enollgh to hecom e weari· o r depressioll , aild resoilitely taking firm hold of her 
SOll'le, .but we plainly relt, that we re it indefinitely work, she yie ld ed to thc .weaken ing inllucllce or 
prolonged, it wo~t1d becomc harder than any wor~ . clesponcrency, worried through the day, she hard ly 
We are so con~tttutcd by nature, that we cannot kncw how, the children becoming more turhulent 
be ' happy without some employment for our every 11l01nent, and wcnt home in the e vening 
thollghts, ~nd this empl~ment too.' one. that will read y to give "I' and die of her discouragme llt. 
become vaned by Its advanceme nt III thfhculty, Its Calm thought renewed her courage and she 
iU'iprovemcnt in nature. Such is the \Vor"- or the re turned tn her work ill the mornin g ready to 
school, a routine so well fitted to give pleasing conquer or perish in the effort. She did conquer, 
exercise to· every faculty o r the mind. It is nul .after a long aud weary struggle, during which, she 
s'trange then, that m en and ' wumen are wont to hatl calise to hitterly regret her weakness at starting 
look back to their. ~ehooldays as the happiest days Ollt. H er poor beginillg was a hindrance to her 
they ever knew. ll~ese 1uer~ ~hclr happ!est days, during the c ntirc term. 
wJlether they knew It a t the tllnc or nol. , Ncver- "Yhcrefore, teache rs, on the verge of untried 
again, probably, did .day~ come. to them so free ~lut'les! start out brnvely. 1\'fnrshal nil your forces 
from care, so fil1 ed With 1Ilterc~tll1g employment, 111 thcn proper ord~r for the conflict, 'begi n rightly, 
but 'not e"ciling, aruusing thought and lurni~lg the .a nd your Cha)lces for victory are thereby both in · 
imagination from the plc~sures or scnse to the cr.eased and ~tl'ength e_lle(t. 
ennobling pictures of the 1111l1d, 
By all means get into harlles~ speed ily, put curb 
and bit . in your school, and bring thC I ~l . lIp to their 
work, wlith firm but gentle han(1. The harncss is a 
good thing for all, do liot rail to teach thcm so. 
.BEGINNING RIGHTLY. 
.'I\Vell begun is hair done," is a trite, but very 
forcible saying. Though 'here is a general 
objection to condemnill(: '" tolo the quality of ,vork· 
whose end has not yet appeared, which wise caution 
classes the hasty judges of half done worl, as 
immatme or feeble of intellect - as "children or 
fools" - the begining of things, if good, is held to 
promise much ·and favorably of their endillg. 
He who starts out on th e right road and keeps ill 
it, ' will have no ." rrong steps to retrace on his 
journey. It was · a maxim with the renowncd 
Crockett to be sure he was right- tbis fi rst- then 
to go ahead. And, indeed , all the duties oUife are 
much .like a journey over the monntains or thro' the 
pioneer woods. First; it is necessary to be sure of 
the right track, then the programme simplifies 
itself to "going ahead." .. . 
Upon teachers" n,ow begining their year's work, 
especially if they. arc at. work ih a new pliee, and 
still more if they am new to the profe ssion- should 
the , injunction to · begin rightly be urged . We 
qdmit that there are scores of things which you 
should know concenting your pupils before you can 
get out a cast·iron plan of work for the school; we 
acknowledge it to be si mply impossible for you to 
accQmplish your best for all your pupils from the 
start· ; YOll cannot make your arrangements absolute· 
Iy right without experience, but we urge you to 
make them as nearly right as possible. You must, 
of course, have time to test your surroundings, 
!',easure th,?bilities·of your pupils,.complete.Y'.'~lf, 
mfluen~e over them, and ascertam manr ilke 
NATURAL HISTORY. 
THE PECULIARITIES OF THE 
WHALE TRIBE. 
After the order cfl1'llivorn, we come to an order, 
the si~th in the class IIlnmflln.iia, which Iws I.50me 
very striking chamcteristics . . It resembles the 
tflnli1-,orn in being largely composed of Acsh·cating 
animals, but is distinct from the en tire class of the 
malillu'lls ill beillg fitted to live, 1I0 t .011 tile ground 
as the other tribes do, but in the water, like the 
class of the fishes. Tile order is known by the name 
cetacea. '. 
\-""'e found the seal and morse in the order canzi· 
vorn. These were aq uatic, warm. bloodecl, flesh -eat-
ing animals. The mo~e seems to form a gradation 
between the carnivora and this order of the cetaun.. 
The I~tte r arc wann blooded, and subsist chiefly 011 
flesh. Their blood is kept warm by a thick coating 
of fat; otherwise t11e power of the water in can · 
ducting heat would lower their temperature too 
rapidly . They diffe r,from their neat relatives, the 
seal, in having no hair upon their. thick skin, and 
also in having no external ear or posterior 
extremities. In the cetacea, these extremities are 
united· in a very thick tail, and this tail is pro· 
longed ill a ho~zoutal carLilaginous fil,'. By .the up 
and down lllotlOn or the fin, the body of the alUmal 
is propelled through the water with great rapidity. 
This , tribe have the seven cervical vel'tebrre of all 
the mammals, but these are extremely thin, and are 
all united in one. The bones of the hea~ are very 
large, and those of the neck very short and thick. 
The hand and forearm have also remarkable short 
bones, which are flat and wrapped in a tendenous ' 
covering; forming fins. . . 
Both subdivisions of this order are known as 
"blowers," frolll a very striking peculiarity which 
they possess. In devouring their prey, they of 
course take in much water, which would burden the 
stomach greatly were it necessary for them to 
swallow it. Fortunately this is not necessary for 
there is an opening in the bones of the head , to 
which the excess of water is transmitted through 
the nostrils, and thus expelled. The degree in 
which the Senses are possessed hy the cetacea is 
not very well understood . I-Iaving no external ear, 
their hearing is judged .to be 1mt feeble, and there 
is no indication that they have much sense 0 
smell . They seem, however, to perceive quickly 
any ncar proximity of other objects, and it is though 
that this po,\rer results from the extreme ~ensitive · 
ness of their skins, tliick and tough as it is. Most 
of these animals have teeth, with raised conical 
surface, hut, as a rule, they use these convenience 
but little, as they swallow their food whole. 
There are two famili es in this order- the 
Dell'/Iillid" , including the dolphins, and the 
8al""i",c, or the whales. The dolphins have a 
sillall head and jaws, these jaws are filled with 
cOlli cal teeth vcry close together. This family 
inchulcs the dolphin, grampus, porpoise and 
narwhal, a ll agi le, cai'nivorous and ferocious, The 
dolphin has a nose prolonged like a beak ; it is quick 
in its 1I10vcme:nts, sportive and plays much upon 
the surrace or the water. The grampus is the 
Iarge>; t member of this family, being usually from 
tweilty to twenty five feet in length, and has verY
f large jaws ami teeth. It is the deadly enemy 0 
its first cousin , the whale, which it frequently 
attacks. The porpoise, on the other hand, is much 
smaller eve n than the dolphin. It has a very shor 
nose, and a hody of but four to five feet in length 
It lives much ncar the surface of the water, large 
numbers swimming about together-"schools" they 
are called. ·prohably for the purpose of mutual pr!)tec 
tion agni llst larger aquatic rovers. The fourth membe 
of the fa,nily, the narwhal- known o thenvise a 
the sc" unicorn - resembles the ·· porpoise in shape 
but is much larger. It has no teeth save a single 
long tusk, sometimes attai ning the length of several 
fee t, which projects "from the le ft side of the uppe 
jaw. 
The Bnlmid,. , ·or l whales proper, have mos 
enormous hea,fs, wi,ich are fully one· third the 
length of the entire body, and the bones of the race 
·are enormously developed. There are several tribes 
in thi s family, of whom one or two have peculiaritie 
worthy of mention. 
The ·spemlaceti whale, known as the cnchalol 
is the most numerous tribe. ·It is found in larges 
numbers in the Antarctic seas, but is common to al 
oceans. It is hunted for the spermaceti which i 
yields. This substance is founel in a pure state 
deposited in various cavities of the body, the I:lrges 
of which is in the head. The great dep<>sit bet wee I 
the carnival bon"" was once thought to be the brail 
of the whllle, but further examination found a brain 
behind it. 
The Ba./tclla,. or Greenland whale, differs from 
the cachalot in having a smaller head, though its 
body is quite as large. Its mouth has no teeth,- but 
is fill ed with plates of a horny, fibrous and elastic 
substance. These plates are very thin, 8fe iJ 
transverse rows, and are deeply fringed on \he 
edges. T he mouth of a full grown whare contains 
abOlft three hundred of these plates, varying from 
ten to fifteen f.eet in length. Their use is to 
separate from . the water and retain the small fish 
and mollusks which constitute the whale's food. 
This substance, softened for manufacture by boiling, 
and dyed black, is the whalebone or commerce. The 
Bn/mlla was once quite numerous< in our seas, but 
has of late years been greatly thinne(1 off. 
:. The fin · backed whale, or 1lonuh.al, found in the 
seas of the far north, might be mentioned for ' its 
·great size, being the largest animal in creation. It ' 
is frequently kuown to. exceed one hundred feet in 
length. This whale and all others are valuable to 
commerce for the oil which they yield. This oil is 
obtained from that layer of fat or blubber under the 
skin, which serves . to protect the animal from the 
chilling innuenee of the w6.ter. 
. Two donatious toward the erection ot the ne,Y 
law school building and the physical labornto·ry of 
Harvard University aggregate $350,600. One 
donor.gllve $100,000, and the other $250 ,000, 
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PRIMARY DEPARTMENT. 
BIRD, LAMB, BABY. 
There was a wee bird that would not sleep, 
Though twilight was falling hushed and deep, 
And what did its mother do? 
She sang it the song it loved the best, 
She folded it softly in the nest, 
And then, ere that mother kilOII', 
Her birdie had gone to sleep. 
There was a wee lamb that still would play, 
Though others were resting, after day, 
And what did its mothe'r do ? 
She called it so gently to her side, 
And soothed it with loving care and pride, 
And then, ere that mother knew, 
Her lambkin had gone to sleep. 
There was a wee babe tbat would not rest, 
Though crimson and purple crowned the west, 
And what did its mother do ? 
She made this wee song of lamb and bird, 
She sang it so softly, every word, 
And then, ere that mother knew, 
Her darling had gone to sleep.- l>e/uted. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR PRIMARY 
TEACHERS. 
The following "suggestions," though offered to 
the teachers of SU!Jday schools only, are worth 
reading and remembering by those who teach the 
young at any lime: 
In our public schools, the old idea that anybody 
can teach children is rapidly going out, and thor-
oughly educated, trained teachers, are now sought 
after in place of those whom we used to think 
"would do." The time when . young girls who, 
wishing to piece out their pocket money, resorted 
to district school teaching as a means to that end, 
could easily ~~cure the desired position, provided 
they had U ciphered" as far as cube root, with a 
corresponding degree of advance\l1ent in other 
"common branches," has gone by, nnd we are 
learning that we need a higher degree of culture in 
our day schools. We arc looking for earnest 
teachers, those who come to the work with love for 
it, knowing .that in its details there is dr.udgery 
.an~ self-sacnfice; that only by long-continued, 
patient effort, can there come success. We want 
!~achers who ~ave had ~xluri~llu ;11. livil:g. 
1 eachers who. think and act (or themselves; who 
have character; '~ho ~rc strong c!10ugh to impress 
others; who, haVing Ideas of theIr own arc able 
to so. impart the~ to the children that ihe princi-
ples Inculcated WIll become a part of their being. 
Character is a growth; and the seed must be 
pl~nt~d in the mind of th~ child, th~ seed of right 
pnnclples. All seed has hfe and will grow under 
the right circumstances. Seeds must be sown' 
principles must be irilplanted. Seeds must b~ 
watered, and have sunshine; there must be a de-
gree of cUlt.ivation. We do not expect our 'gar-
aens to Rounsh under the cnre' of an mexperienced 
gardener, or one who is ignorant of the usc of the 
,hoe and spade. But the gardener must have 
patience. My boy has a little corner of the garden 
for his own. Watching to see how grandpa did it 
he planted his own garden. but the next day h~ 
dnl; up his seeds to see how they were doing. 
ThiS he did day after day. He could not wait for 
sunshine and rain to do their work in the dark. 
Be patient, dear teachers. Sow your seed, seeing 
to it that it is the seed you want to put into that 
soil, and that it is good and pure, and then wait 
patiently for the influences of the Spirit upon that 
child's heart. And if any of us have just drifted 
into the ranks of Sunday school teachers, now that 
we are there, with whatever motive we 'came in, 
let us make sure that we do not continue to drift. 
L~t u.s have a purpose. ~et us sow seeds of living 
pnnclples, whIch shall be the germs of high and 
noble Christian character in the hearts and minds 
of the little children. Let us make sure that those 
who go out from under our care have had the gar-
den of their hearts so filled with living truth that 
there shall be no place for seeds of untruth and im-
morality to ' take root.-Primary S. S. Teadltr. 
ASKING QUESTIONS. 
In nothing does. the primary t~acher. need to . use 
more skill and carefulness than III askIDg questIons 
of the little ones. By these a test of the pupil's 
progress should be offered, and also a means . af-
forded for aiding him by explauation of the dIffi-
cult portion of the work. Socrates showed what a 
great help to the mental processes the putti.ng of 
questions might be m:,de. They awa.ken ~I s tless 
minds, they arouse an IIIterest and dehght 10 the 
work that no other means perhaps could do so well. 
We call the attention of teachers to this part of 
their work. We urge them to give a portion of 
careful thought to the subject of asking questions, 
asking such as will in themselves awaken and help 
the child in his work. 
In connection with this subject, we commend to 
the attention of earnest primary teachers the fol-
lowing most excellent rules, given by the managers 
of the Model School, London, Eng., to their in-
structors : . 
"The questions and answers, when put together, 
should present the subject as a connected whole; 
hence questions should follow each other in logical 
order. 
" Simple language should be used, such as will 
convey the meanin~ of the question clearly to the 
pupil's mind ; hence every question should be 
delinite. , 
" It is not wise to tell a part of the answer, such 
as the first word, or any other part of it. 
.. Questions which require or admit a simple yes 
or Ito as an answer should be avoided. . 
"The minds of nil the class should be kept at 
work; the answers should not be taken from a /trw 
only. 
.. Wrong answers should be frequently noticed; 
they point out where the teacher's attention is 
wanted . The class should be questioned into the 
right answer; not told it. 
.. Care 'should be taken to ascertain whether the 
answer given to a question shows a clear and dis-
tinct idea; if not, further explanation should be 
given, and more questions put. A few.ideas clearly 
and distinctly worked into the minds of the child-
ren are better than many misty and indistinct ones. 
"The lallg'llnge of the answers ought to be good ; 
inaccuracies should be pointed out, and answers 
which are only pnrtly correct rectified." 
GOOD PRINCIPLES. 
In a well-conducted recitation t here seems to be 
no restraint laid upon pupils, no constraint felt by 
tbe teacher. It is said that the highest art conceals 
art; nevertheless there is strict adherence to rules. 
A teacher who seemingly leads pupils with so little 
of art, so little of machinery, has principles like" 
the following: 
Give each pupil a chance. Individualize the 
teaching. Do not discourage dull pupils. Stim-
ulate lazy ones. Check those who would monop-
olize the recitation. Give information sparingly; 
get as much as possible from the pupils for the 
benelit of the whole class. Accept only clear state-
ments. Seek thoroughness. Adapt the lesson to 
the capacities of the pupils. Strive to make the 
subject instructing. Endeavor not to be annoyed 
by lOattention or disorder to the extent of having 
to ,stop the recitation to speak of it, thus making 
inatteption an epidemic. Never scold. Avoid a 
monotonous or machine-like way of doing things. 
Keep the voice pleasant and natural. Seek, as far 
as possible, to keep yourself in the background, 
and bring others into the foreground . 
Teachers who faithfully carry out true principles 
will never be ' heard to say, .. Oh dear! if my 
pupils would only give me their attention, I could 
teach them so well." Let all who thus weakly 
complain more truthfully say, .. If I taught better, 
my class would attend ~o my teaching.-&Iected. 
The establishment of Christian missions has 
greatly aided the cause of education in Japan. In 
a population of 33,580,500, there have been or-
ganized 18,712 public schools and 2,356 private 
schools, with 1,973,000 pupilS'. There are fifty-one 
normal institutes, with 3,022 pupils; twenty-one 
government colleges, with 3,072 students. Many 
of these schools are supplied to a greater or less 
exterit with Christian teachers. 
GOOD READING, 
ARIADNE WAKING. 
BY J.EIGH HUNT. 
"The moist and quiet morn was scarcely breaking, 
When Ariadne in her bower was waldng ; 
Her eyelids still were closing, and she heard 
But indistinctly yet a little bird, 
That in the leaves o'erhead, waiting the sun, 
Seemed answering another distant one. 
She waked but stirred not, only just to please. 
Her pillow-nestling cheek; while the ful,l se~s, 
The birds, the leaves, the lulhng love 0 erlllght, 
The happy thoug~t of the returning ~ight, 
The sweet, self-WIlled content, conspired to keep 
Her senses lingering in the feel of sleep; 
And with a little smile she seemed to say, 
I I know my ~()ve is near me, and 'tis day.' " 
THE CULTIVATION OF THE 
MEMORY. 
There is no one of us, probably, who has not had 
cause for annoyance, at some time, through his own 
treacherous memory or that of a friend. 
Probably every one of us can recall instances 
where his uncertain memory has brought upon him 
ignominious failure in his attempt to win intellectual 
distinction. Memory is the handmaid of the mind, 
and upon her the godlike intellect must dePend for 
keepin~ its tools in working order. But alas, she 
is a inald of roving tendencies, and careless habits. 
When most wanted, she is often" out" or has mis-
laid our . tools, and our search for them is vain and 
disappointing. 
It is a very .com~oll failing-this of Po?~ memo-
ries. Some tlme SInce, a French stallstlCtan col-
lected some information concerning it, and gave 
the result of his research to the world through a 
medical journal. The inferior races of mankind, 
he found, the Chillese, Negroes and North Ameri-
can Indians, have much better memories than 
those of a higher type of civilization. Children, 
too, have better memories than adults, and women, 
as a rule, remember better than men, especially 
trivial matters of detail. The faculty usually at-
tains its maximum in the fifteenth year and then 
decreases until past middle-life. The memory of 
the aged is a well known phenomenon. · It takes 
no accoullt of recent events, but goes back to the 
earliest cir.umstances of which the child took cog-
nizance. This seems to show that the mental im-
pressions-of which memory is but a record-were 
really much shonger in earlier than late years. 
Although the power of memory is not by allY 
means a criterion of mental strength-yet it is a 
faculty deserving of far more attention than is 1I0W 
usually bestowed upop it. ''Ie have noted the fact 
that the inferior races possess it in unusual degree. 
This does 1I0t prove, to our thought, that memory 
is a lower faculty than others, nor that it is not 
susceptible _ of the highest cultivation, even amid 
the cIrcumstances of the most advanced civilization, 
but simply that lhe extended training . of. t~e other 
faculties by the Schools preve!)ts due dlsclplme and 
devel.opment of ' lhe memory faculty . The same 
cOlldilloll of things will be found true concerning 
the power of obsj!rvation, which is found most ac-
tive in the more- uncivilized races, in women ~nd 
children, but, as a rule, among mature mell 9f en-
lightened countries--with the exception of inaivid-
ual instances of remarkable development, as 
trained scientists-is allowed to become weak ,lIId 
dormant. 
The training of the faculty of memory, no Jess 
than that of observation, is far too much neglect~d 
. by those who have in ch.arge the educati?n of our 
youth. The two faculties are closely alhed ; , the 
work of observation must be stQred up by memorY 
and held by her in readiness, to be of any valu~; 
wherefore observation continually chides memory to 
her dutYt and memory no less often wakes up ,?b-
servation to her work. When these two handmaIds 
are at work-to go back to a figure used before. in 
this article-the busiest mind can be well s~pplled 
with material for its varied tastes. Well IS It for 
him \vho kee~s these haml.maids actively at work. 
He never spoIls an after dmner speech· hecau~e he 
cannot remember a forcible .~imile to round It off 
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~ith. He never.utterly fail s of aro'lsing intelligent 
m~eres t a1nong his pupils be~ause Ins teachings arc 
vOId of IllustratIOn and pOInted description. He 
always .has a~, band . an anecdole, a metaphor, a 
companson, to poml a mornl and adorn a tale." 
He. is a success in conversation, in the school-room 
'on the platform, or in the pulpit. ' 
Bnt it · should be remembered that these two 
hanc!maidens of the brain worker, if overtaxed 
soon lose ' their efficiency. '1~hi s is one reason why 
they becpme of less value 111 a highly civilized 
country. ' They are driven to death. So much 
more wo~k, is pu~ upon them than they c'un do, a 
score of ·tasks !aul on them at one and the same 
ti~e, that often after,one violent effort to do every· 
thlOg at once, they give up and do nothing. 
. Those who have the responsiblity of training 
young nlmds, should endeavor to cultivate the 
m.emory !o as high a degr~e .of. power as possible, 
WIthout III any way penmttlllg the cultivation of 
this faculty to overshadow the training of thc Otll' 
ers. We have dwelt upon the fact that it is as a 
servant of the .other power that the memory is of 
most ·vahle. Clnldren ~hould be taught from the 
earliest years, to memorize short tasks, such as 
texts and beautiful verses, This accustoms the 
memory to ret~in. wh,at is give~.1 into its charge. 
When tasks of thiS k.'nd are ~Iven, accllracy of 
men.'o.'y should be Illslsted on, '(hough the practice 
of glvlllg whole pages to b~ learned by rote should 
be condemned, as overtaxmg anel weakening the 
memory faculty , What is thus learned, should be 
!ear!'ed so thoroughly and .so understandingly, that 
It Will be permanently retallled by the memory and 
then made a part of the mental furniture. \Vhen 
numbers, names or bold facts arc to be learned , 
they should be so grouped and arranged that the 
memory can rclam and reproduce them with the 
help of intelligent association. In a word this fac ' 
ulty should be so trained that itean be relicd upon 
through hfe as an able and relurb/e assistant to all 
the other faculties of the mind, 
"ONLY THINKING." 
BY W. 1. CHASE. 
Only thinking, indced! As if thinking were of 
little importance. Why, what made the world 
what it is, and raised man from the lc \'cl of the 
brute, but thinking? What was James Watt do· 
i,,:g when his aunt reproved him fo.', i~ly. playing 
With the ,steam rrom the lea urn? llunklllg, and 
the steam englllc was the result. 'Vhal truths 
have come to us that our thoughts have not searched 
out? Oh, we have no right to cenSllre thought 
even idle speculation- those thoughts that we cm: 
not call ,yandering, any more than we can aCCllse a 
vagabond of losing his way, because they have 
neither direction nor destination. \Vhal are these 
indeed, but sconts beating up the country in ad~ 
vance of the conquering mind? Why, do you, 
suppose ~hat NeWlon, when he j saw that historic 
apple fall, was thinking of anylhing practical or 
even deftnite? .No, ' I'll warrant you, else the 
w.hole orchard might have f~lle!, Without rousing 
him: O~ was the law of gravitation a total stranger 
to hiS thoughts ? Had they not ' wandered around 
and about the truth till it needed but this trifle to 
bring it \vithin the grasp of his mind? 
Thoughts, indeed, are like dogs, Here' is one 
following the swiftly rolling coach - "ls subject. 
But hpw does he follow? Exploring every bush 
·an.d bramble by.the waysid:, now darting through 
thiS hedge or IIlto that held . ' Now foll owing a 
parallel route and -coming out into the highway, it 
may be 'yay ahead of his subject, or so far behind 
tha,t he has much ado to come up with it. 
T.hen here, is the coach dog that trots dutifully 
' behll~d, keeplllg pace exactly, and never turning to 
.the right or le(t. He follows his subject, but never 
explores for himself. He makes head way, how-
ever, and that is exactly what this other dog who is 
caperin!:, about the yard does not do; but even he 
acco~plishes more than this idler rolling on his 
back m the sun, a mere work of pleasurable sensa· 
tions or ~eminiscences. This is reverie; and it, in-
deed, nllght be tenned "only thinking," for it 
alone, of' all the mental moods we have indicated 
bontains in' itself no latent genn of action.-Clmrck 
(md Home. 
HEATING BY FRICTION. 
A. Bosto,:, ge.nt.leman has invented a simple 
deVice, WhiCh, If ItS present promises are realized 
oU!:ht to ~vOJk a revolutiOl~ in m,ethods of heating: 
It IS nothmg less than an IIIventlOn to use friction 
a.s a practical means of producing heal. At the 
tltllC co f the Ashtabula horror, when so many 
p~rso!ls were burned to death by the wreck~d du'5 
catcillng fire from the stoves, Mr. Webster Wells 
then Professor of Mathematics at the Massachusett~ 
Institute of Technology, began to consider the 
problem of heating the cars without fire. He has 
?OW sol~'ed it. His invention consists of a strong 
ITon cyhnder, at onc enrl of which, inside, is a 
fixed plate of hardened iron, a!!ainst which firmly 
attached, to a revolving sha fl, anothe; plate 
pre~ses, ~Ither clos~ly or Ii .htly, as required. The 
cyhn~er IS filled With water, and this, heateol by 
t~e fl'lctlOn ? f the two plates, circulates through 
pipes, warmlll!; the room through which they run 
Just as .steam .plp~S do . . Th~ water is kept in con · 
sta,:,t clrculallOn III these pIpes, returning to the 
cyll ll d~r to be heated over ag"in. The water in 
the cyh!lder, which is brought to a high degree 
of h~at III a remarkably short time, keeps the plates 
lub:lcatcd, preventing their wearil~g away at a 
rapld ~ate: :-Vhcn .;. orn away the cost of renewing 
th~m IS trIfling, and the mach:ne has no com ~ 
pitc,,:ted w,ork about it, s.o that it is easily kept in 
!epalr .. 1 he power reqUIred to run the machine 
IS s,? slight that the waste, or surplns power of the 
engln.es In . use for running elevators and other 
m:l~hln~ry III hundreds of buildings throughout 
a city. IS ellough for all ordinary purpose". The 
~aclllne ~an be l1~ilized "!Il any place where power 
I.~ used. fhe ordlllar~ 51,zed machin~ has thirty 
:,\X s~uare .1Il ~hes?f fnctlon surface III its plates, 
suffiCient, It IS sa,,], to heat 10 000 cubic feet of 
space: This requires but haH ~ horse power. A 
m,,:clllne With 225 square inches of friction reo 
qUIres but four horse power, and would heat a 
room.60x200 fce l. or contaimng 126,000 cubic feet. 
In railroad cars the machine is operated by power 
taken ehrect f~om. tlie wheels, doing away with all 
ellinger from lire 111 ~ase of a smash.up. When Jhe 
cars are standing still the macMne can be operated 
by power f~olll the locomotive, by a contrivance 
somewhat hke that which' operates the Westing· 
hOt!se brake. In mills it is calcul"ated that a great 
sav~ng can be made, both in fuel and in the rates 
of IIlsur~~ce, eSll'eciolly in those run by water· 
power. Ihe agent o~ the mill where water pewer 
IS us~d estl~ates th,,:t III twenty years, b>; the lise 
of tIllS deVice, a saving oLat lenst $185,000 in fuel 
aJone could be effected. Prof. Wells is nOw in 
Europe, looking (lut for his patents there. The 
machine has now .been in operation in Boslon'. for 
seven mOllths. -Ex. 
WHAT CAUSES THE BLOOD TO 
C]RCULATE? ' 
T o ,what dcgree the heart is aided by other 
forces IS yet a matter of investigation. Probably 
there are. several forces a;;sisting. The elasticity of 
the artenes mcyeases their c~rrying capacity. They 
are firm, elastiC tubes, willch expand under the 
pressure from each heart-contraction, and then by 
their own elasticity contract and help the onward 
flow of th.e bloo~. In Ihe smaller arteriesl the flow 
loses the lIl~ermlttent character it possesses in the 
larg<:r .artenes, and b~comes a steady stream. The 
elastiCity of the artenes serves precisely the same 
purpose ":S .the air-chnmoer of any force pnmp, that 
of equahzmg the flow, and so increasing the 
amount delivered. The whole force is derived from 
the heart; the arteries cause the force to act con· 
tinuously. 
IThe v,:ins nre lax tubes, somewhat larger than 
the artenes, and capable of ho1d ing all the blood 
of the body. They convey the same amount of 
blood as the latter, but more slowly. In the larger 
veins, however, near the auricles, the velocity may 
be two hundred millimetres per second. They are 
provided with valves which ~ffectually prevent the 
~Iood from flowing backward toward the heart ~ny ,compres~i~)I1, p~oduced by muscular contrac: 
tlOII, or otherWise, Will therefore assist the forward 
flow of venous blood: This is one explanation why 
exercise hastens the circulation. The movement 
of the chest in breathing 'probably aids the 
pulmonary circulation, the blood, as well as the 
atl.nos.!,here, tendlllg to fill {he vacuum during in· 
Splratlon. 
])hysic~1 capillary force ~s not ~enerally regarded 
as an active force III the clrculallon . But there is 
an admilt<:d force in the capillaries, resulting from 
the attraction of the tissues for the arterial blood 
containing the required oxygen and nutriment: , 
"The vital condition of the tissue becomes a factor 
in the maintenance of the circulation." It Is this 
force primarily, which adapts the amount of blood 
to the varying needs of any organ; the nervous 
system regulates the supply by varying the caliber 
of the vessels. 
The force in the capillaries, or some other force 
carries the blood, after death, from the arterie~ 
where itleaves the heart, into the ve.ills. Finding 
the artenes empty after dealh gave n se to the idea 
that they conveyed only air; whence the name. It 
was this belief which Harvey overthrew in 1620.-
Poplliar Scienu Afontlil". 
ORlGIN OF WRITING. 
The art of writing is most ancient, and the 
account of its origin lost in the distance of time. 
Many. have supposed th~t the knowledge , of letters 
was gIVen to men by dtrect revelation from God. 
The Bible gives us the earliest notice on the 
subject that is anywhere to be found. Moses, we 
are told, received the two tables of the convenant 
on Mount Sinai, 7Urittm with the tinger of God; 
and before that, Moses himself was not ignorant of 
the use of letters. We find the first mention made 
of writing in Exodus xvii, 14. "And the Lord said 
unto Mo,;es, write this for a memorial in a book, 
and rehearse it in the ears of Joshua," etc. From 
the various ' texts of Scripture, in which it is 
mentioned, there is milch reason to believe, says 
Mr. D. L. Musselman, in an article in the Afoden. 
Argo, quoted entire in The Penman's Art Jot/ma/, 
from which we take a few notes, there is reason to 
believe that the art of writing was understood 
among the Jews while other nations wereJet with -
out it, and that from them it has passe into all 
other countries and handed down to our own time. 
The Greeks and Romans believed that the 
Phrenicians were the inventors of letters, the 
knowledge of them being first brought by Cadmus 
from Phrenicia to Greece about 1500 B. C. 
SLEEP. 
TI~ere is no faci more ~Iearly established in the 
physlOlo~y of ma.n than t~IS, that the brain expends 
Its energies an,d Itself durlllg the hours of wakeful· 
!,ess, and that t.hese are recuperated during sleep; 
If the r~cup~ratlon d?e~ ~ot eq.ual the expenditure, 
~he bram wlth~rs; t~IS IS Insamty. 11hus it is that 
III early Enghsh hlSlory persons who were con· 
demned !O deat~ by being prevented from sleeping 
always dl~d ravlllg maniacs; thus it is also that· 
tho~e ~vho are st~rved to death become insane; the 
bram. IS n?t nOUrished and they cannot sleep. The 
practIcal mferences are three' 
Those who think most, who do the most worl< 
re1uire the mbst.sleex. ' , -'Ihl!ibtl tdime "s~ve " from necessary sleep is 
ml~. I y estructlve to I!lind, body, and estate. 
Give yourself, your chIldren, your servants, give 
all \Vh,? are under you the fullest amount of sleep 
they wtll take by compelling tbem to go to bed at 
some regular early hour, 'and to rise in the morning 
the mO.ment they aw~ke of themselves, and within 
a. ~ortmght nat~tre, WIth almost the regularity of the 
nsmg sun, Will unloose the bonds of sleep the 
moment enough repose has been secured for. the 
want~ of the system. This is the only snfe and 
suffiCient rule, and as to the question how much 
sleep anyone requires, each must be a rule for him· 
self; g~eat nature will never f~i1 t'? write it out to 
the observer, under the regulallons Just eiven. 
.. Do you love her still?" asked the . udge of a m~n who wanted a divorce. "certainly I do" 
said he. "I love her better still than anr oth'er 
~ay; but th~ trouble is she will never be stil ," The 
Judge, wh? IS a married man himself takes the case 
under adVIsement. ' 
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THE THREE CRITICS. 
Three patients and Dr. Clark , 
Read the works of a man of mark. 
'The first as he closed the volume cried 
"This great man 's ideas and mine coincide." 
Said the doctor to the keeper thus: 
"Nmnbcr on(:; straight·j acket! dangerous! " 
The second, sorely puzzled, said, 
"This is Greek that I have read." 
Said the doctor, "harmless! let him alone, 
. If he asks for bread, give him a stone. " 
The third remarked in accents bland 
" I have read it, Ihert:'s nothillg to understalld." 
The Doctor to the keeper turned abou t, 
"This rpan is quite cm'ed, let him out. " 
THE ARCTIC NIGHT 
Lieut. Schwatka, since his return from an expe-
dition in search of Sir John Franklin'S ill, fated 
company, combats the prevalent opinion that the 
Arctic winter, <specially in the higher latitudes, is 
n period of to tal darkness. In latitude 83 degrees 
20 mlllutes 20 seconds north-the highest point 
ever reached by man - there, are four hours and 
forty -two minutes of twilight on December 22, the 
shortest day in the year in the Nor,hel n Hemis. 
phere. In latitude 82 degrees 27 minutes north "':' 
the hi ghest point where white men have winter-
ed- there arc six hours and two minutes in the 
shorlest day ; and hlitude 84 degree _ 27 minutes 
north, 172 geographical 'miles nearer the north pole 
than Markham reached, and 328 geographical miles 
from thaI point, must yet be obtained b fore the 
true Plp.tonic zone, or that one in which there is 
no, twili ght whatsoever, even upon the shortest day 
o( lhe year, e.1Il be said to have been entered by 
man . or course, about the beginning and enuing 
of .this twilight it is very fe eble and easily ex tin-
glnshed hy even the slighte.t mist, but it neverthe· 
less ex ists, and is quite appr~ciable " n clear cold 
days, or nights, prope rly speaking. The north 
pole itself is only shrouded in perfect darkness from 
Nove mber 13 to January 29, a period of seventy · 
sev~n day~. Supposing that the sun has set (sup -
posmg ~ ~I)'cumpolar sea or body of water unlimit · 
e,d to VISIon) on Septemher 24, not to rise until 
March 18 (or that particular point. giving a period 
of about lifty days of uniformly varying tWIlight, 
the pole has about 188 days of- continuous day. 
light, 100 days of varying twilight, and sev . 
enty seven of perfect inky darkness (save 
when the moon has a northern declination) the 
period of a typical year. During' a penod of a lit. 
tIe over 'four days the Sun rises continuously on 
both the north ond south poles al the same time, 
owing to refraction, p .uallax, semidiamctcr a.nd 
,dip of the horizon.-E.x(h""g~. ' 
JOHNNY'S DOG AND C:AT. 
.An exchange tell ~ a story of a Iitlle boy with 
sharp eyes, who saw any number 'of wonderful 
things that o ther children never perceive . He was 
:' very .improbnb.l~ small boy, bu t by no means an 
nnposslble one, If we suppose thaI he had been ex-
ceptionally well taught from infancy. This is how 
he entertained his playmates with his dog ancl his 
cat: 
.. So Johnny got his cat, Tom, and ' his dog, 
Rover, and told the children to look at the cat's 
feet and the dog's feet, and tbe canary binI's feet ; 
and they would see that the cat's feet knd the dog's 
.feel a~e not much like your fee t, but are a good 
deal hke your hands. A boy's foot has a big toe 
Oil the inside, and four toes which grow smaller 
and smaller down to the little toe on the outside. 
But the dog's f60t and the cat's foot have a big 
' finger .in the middle, and each fore ·foot ha.< four 
lingers and a thumb, like your hand, only the 
thumb is smaller lhan the lingers. The canary 
bird has three fingers before and a long . thumb be· 
hind. All their toes have joints like your lingers, 
and nails like rours ; only their nails are claws. 
The cat can pul in and pilsh out . his nails . • They 
are sharp, so they can go into a ra'.'s skin easy; 
and crooked, so the rat cannot puB away. The 
dog's c1aws are short and round, and he cannol 
move the m in and out. The dog's claws nre for 
scratching in the dirt. 
"If you look at the cal's fore- fee t, you will see 
that her toes are quite loug, like (ing~rs. Each 
loe, or finger, has a pad or clIshion on its end, and 
there is a big cushion in the middle of the foot, so 
that he can walk softl y. 
" If you watch YOUT ca t YOll will sec that he call 
spread his loes much like opening your hand wiele, 
with your fingers a little bent, when he goes to 
strike with his claws. Then he will shut up his 
fingers, much aSi you shut your hand, when he licks 
hi s paws. The dog cannot open and shut his paws 
like the cat. The fingers on the dog' s paw are 
shorter for his size. 
" The cat's fore· leg is very much like your arm. 
He can scratch the back of bis head wilh his fore 
paw. The dog cannot. The cat c<\n strike side· 
ways with his fore paw; and he can reach back 
toward his tail with it. The dog cannot. So the 
cal' s fore· leg is much like our arm ; while the dog's 
is only a leg. 
"The dog or cal have 110 thumhs on their hind 
feet; except somelillies a dog may have small ones, 
but hardl y ever. Their backbones have many 
short joints like yours. But their tceth are not at 
all like yonrs. 
"Johnny showed all these things to the child· 
reno And he macle Tom, the cat, open his mouth, 
so ti,e children conld see his two long teeth at the 
~orl1ers of his mouth, on his upper jaw, and two on 
his lower jaw, with small, sharp tee th between. 
On the sides of his jaws he had queer sharp·edged 
teeth that shut together ·Iike blades of a pair of 
scissors. And Johnny called them scissors-teeth. 
H e made the children count each kind of teeth, 
which none of them had e"er thought to do before. 
"The dog's teeth were dilTerent. His long 
teeth and sharp, rou nd teeth were blunl, like his 
claws; a nd his side teeth werc not scissoT!:;· tceth, 
but more like your side teeth . Anybody who 
knows these things can teH, if he t1nd~ a skuH, 
whether it is of a dog or a cat, by its teeth. 
Johnny said that wild cats and tigers and lions and 
panthers have eat' s tecth and claws, while faxes 
and wolves and jackals lul\'c dog's teeth and claws. 
"Tom and Rover growled a little, because they 
did not like to have their mouths and feet pulled 
abOUI by the children ; but they d id not scratch or 
bite, because they were used to Johnny 's doing 
such things. " , 
" The children all qUIt theIr other plays to li sten 
to J ohnny, and they were very much interested in· 
deed. Most of them had never really seen a cat, 
or a dog, or a bird, though they had looked at 
them every day; because there is a great differ· 
ence betwee n just looking at a thin g a nd really see-
ing all of it. ~ I am afraid th at mosl people neve r 
really see the .ma ny things which they look at 
every day. But I think that when these children 
went home they maue lheir dogs a nd cats very un -
happy for Ja few days, examining their claws and 
teetb, and joints, and eyes. For Johnny showed 
the children the strange differen ce between the 
cat' s eyes, the dog's eyes, and the bird's eyes i and 
how the quills and bills of birds, and Ihc hoofs of a 
horse, and the horns of a cow, the s~ales of a lish, 
Ihe shell of a turtle, are like your nails ; but the 
shells of oysters a nd clams are like your bones. 
And the children had a great deal of fun over 
lhese things." 
\ 
THE '!ottmnl of Educnliolt makes lhe fOllowing 
sharp thrust at "one· horse colleges," and other 
schools. The pretentions that some of these make, 
taken in connection with their poor performances, 
render them altogether fair victims for the weapon 
of sarcasm. The _Jou.rnnl says: " The man who 
writes the name • {emale college' on a school for 
girls in pantalets, or calls a .Iow·grade academy for 
negroes a 'normal school, t or scores 'university' 
over a pile of brick barracks, full of grammar· 
school scholars, simply confounds knowledge, de-
ludes ignorant people, and tells a • whopper' in 
the face of God and man. It is time that all our , 
churches, missionary societies, and teachers of 
private schools; purged themselves of the falsehood 
mvolved in such pretentious triflirfg with higher 
education. The people and the children will never 
come down to • hard'pan' in schooling till Ameri· 
can educational names correspond to things. Call 
a spade a spade, and wait for your school to be-
come normal, collegiate, or a university, before you 
nail up your sign that publishes a new fact to the 
world ." 
OUR friend, Prof. N. C. Dougherty, of Peoria, 
puts much valuable truth in little space in the follow· 
ing summary of the characteristics which must dis· 
tinguish the really successful teacher: 
I. He should know thoroughly the subjects 
which he is set to teach. 
2. He should have some knowledge of the laws 
and action of the human mind, especially of the 
minds of children . 
3. H e must know something of the views and 
methods of leading ed ucators, no t for servile imita· 
tion, but for thoughtful study, and as a means 01 
guidance and inspiration . 
4. lie must not be a wrangler over d~ta il s in 
methods. 
5. He must possess, either by nature or as a re-
sult of culture, a sympathetic spirit, the ability and 
disposition to enter into the ' feelings anel circum· 
slances of children. 
6. H e must possess the virtue of cheerfulness 
and ·patience. . • 
7. He IU USt be self-poised, possessing the power 
and the habit of a di gnilied (not pompous) self· 
control. 
8. lie needs to have and to exercise common 
sense- a quali ty so named not because i.,! is a com· 
mon possession, but because it ought to be. 
9. H e must possess a good moral character, not 
alone in the legal and social sense of the term, but 
also in the sense of being moved and actuated by 
the highest and purest motives. 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
The number of school ' districts in West Virginia 
has nearly doubled sinCe 1865. The number of 
school houses has multiplied astonishingly, being 
now 3,557, against only 133 in 1865. While the 
attendance of pupils has mounted from 15,975 to 
142,85o- neorly iline-fold - anrl the number of free 
school teachers in 1865 was but 387 ,aga·inst 4,224 
in 1880, a gain of nearly eleven fold . 
TIm HORSFORD ALMA NAC ANO COOK BOOK sent 
free. Rumford Ghemical Works, Providence, R. 1, 
According to the lates t re turns received at the 
Bureau of Education, there are now 271,144 public 
school teachers in the United States, or one to 
every 184 inhabitants. 
H ORSFORO'S ACID PHOSPHATF. IN DEIllLlTY FROM 
DIUNKING. - I used Horsford 's Acid Phosphate in 
two cases of nervous debility, from excessive drink· 
ing. Dayton, O. E. B. DAVIS, M. ·D. 
Oxford University has agreed to make an annual 
grant towards the maintenance of.Professor Monier 
Williams' proposed Indi an Institute. 
FROM THE H UB. - There are perhaps no tonics 
offered to the people that possess as much real 
int,rinsic value as the H op Bitters. Just at this 
season of the year, when the stomach needs air 
appetizer, or the blood needs purifying, the 
cheapest and best remedy is Hop Bitters. An' 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Don't 
wait until you are prostraled by a disease that maY 
tak<; months for you to recover in .~Boslo" Globe. 
Wheaton College, III., is to have a theological 
department. 
W OMAN'S WISDOM. - She insists that it is of mor~ 
importance ,that her family shall be kept in good 
health, than that she should have all the fashionable 
dresses and styles of the times. She therefore sees 
to it, that each member of her family is sU]lljJied 
with enough Hop Bitters, at the lirst appearanc~ 01 
any symptoms of ill heallh, to prevent a lit of ~Ick­
ness with its attendant expense, care and anXIety, 
All women should exercise their wisdom in this 
way.-·Ne'w Hnvt!lt Pallndium. 
Miss-Julia A. Ray, who has been for three years 
principal of Vassar College, ha., resigned. 
CALL at H. B. Bryant's Chicago Business Col· 
lege to see a line class of young men-no belter 
material can be found at any college in the cou~try 
- largely graduates of literary colleges and hIgh 
schbols. 
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NEW NOVELS. 
When he has once mastered the dialect of Ma -
dO'11e Ddphi"t the reader wIll find enough of local 
coloring to repay the effort. Mr. Cable in his treat-
ment of Creole lifc has made a distnctive place 
for hlm,elfin American literature. Everything he 
writes is certain of a large number of readers . The 
present little book can be read a t a single sitting. 
(Charles Scribners Sons.) 
The L"talliste of St Jacob's, is a story of lace-
making, and love making in the seventeenth cen· 
tury . with a little music and poetry thrown in . 
The hero being a man whose name has been hand -
ed down to posterity, but little more than that he 
was called George Newmarch, is known of him. 
The plot run's a quiet cotHse and the ' book pre-
sents no sa lient points for either commendation or 
criticisms. · (Leisure Hour Series.) 
Mrs. Geoffry, by the author of Phyllis," and 
"Molly Bawn," is one of the best novel. ofthatli ve y 
writer known as "The Duchess." In it a youn g 
Irish beau ty conquers the cold ness of her husband's 
relatiotis and proves a great blessing to the family. 
She is just such' a bright winning girlish creature 
as the other heroines who have been previously 
introduced and the book is as readable a summer 
story as one could ask. (]. B. Lippiucott 8< Co. 
A. Williams & Co., who made a hit among sum 
mer books las! season in T /it Confessiolls of a 
L"ril'olotlS Girl, have done ,t the second time in 
Capt Cod Folks, as clever a book of character 
sketching as is often seen. As the reputed work 
of a girl 01 t\ve\lty it is really quite wonderful. It 
is a se ries of light sketches of Cape Cod manne rs 
and customs, made ostensibly by the district school 
teacher, a gay) oung city girl, who goes to the, e 
people to do .them goo.d, and gets greatlyenlight-
ed and astoDlshed during her labors . The book is 
brightly written . anll . the.'e i.s many .a laugh be-
tween the rovers, wh,le ,t w,ll occasIOnally bring 
tears to the eves as well. 
Ch)"istill's Fortune lies, like that of the maiden 
who went a milking in the ballad, in her fcc, 
with her beauty and her trac table disposition she 
achieves for herself one advancement a fter anot her 
and regardless of the lIisafTectio .l or one lover and 
the death of another, pursues the even tenor of her 
way until the . Englishman whose daughtl r she 
has iaught makes her his wire. Not that she is at 
all a designing person, in fact the improbable part 
o r the story is that so, refined and gracefu l a woman 
should have spru ng from the German peasantry. 
Many readers have dO~lhtless made the book' s a.c · 
quaintance under the IItle or TIle Fortllne of M,-,s 
Fallell" with \\ hieh name it was i!,!sucd several 
year; ago, but it is worth a second reading. (A, 
Williams ~ Co.) 
Never did child 01 the reg,ment have a mOre 
eventful series of adventures than Baby Rue, whose 
exploits are chronicled in the las t number of the 
"No Name Series." Her father had royal Polish 
, blood in his veins, her mother helonged to the F 
F V's., and left her home or luxury to share with 
her husband the privations of army fronti e, lire o r 
fo rty years ago. Thi , was in the days or hand,.to 
hand fight~ with the Indians and terrible massacres. 
B:lby Rue wins the heart of an Indian chiertain by 
her bravery wh~n :i ranch .is attacked and burnt.',y 
the savages. She alolle IS spared , and the ch,ef-
tain nearly loses prestige with his tribe on account 
of the care he gives to the three year old child. A 
large portion of the story is tal<en up 'xith the ex 
peditions of the wl.ites to recover the little heroin~ 
and the war which follows. The relations or the In-
dian tr.hes to each other are plainly show n anrl a 
black picture of th e Seminole Wa .. in F loridn is 
given. In fact, . as Indian history, the book makes 
us blush ror our·nation. (Roberts Bros.) 
The" Round Robin Series" fnlfill s the promise 
"iven by A />lmllllelS N oblema". The sec' md ~olume A L t'Ssoll ill Love sho \ 5 how, betwixt two 
stools a cleve .. lawyer nea rly got a rall . It deals 
with New York Society life, and a great law·sui t 
in which the two wom ' II who divide the lawyer's 
. prererences are plaintiff and derendant. They arc 
well contrasted, one bein!; a lovely and wealthy 
widow, and the other a lIaive schooll girl who takes 
' to society as a duck to water, a nd in the twinl;ling 
pf-an eye becomes the belle of the season. T~e 
The Song of the Bee 
R EV. A I.Plum TA l 'Lon, by lH~r. 
, i:~n=.:J~Lt=t=i~~:j~=t~ -FP-::f'~E ~U! ~L _ ~_ _ ~__ _ _ - _ _=-__
• ----- . "tDIIII\.i\.li,oI,./I,./LJ 
Bnz· z, 'fhis is tho song of tb~ bee : His l ~gs Ill' \) of yet ~ low, A jol . Iy gootl 
fel- low, And yet n g"eaL worker is he. J III dllYs tllllL 'nre SlIn ·uy He'. 
1. 1 Ou piuks atld on lil· ies, Au tf 
2. j 'fhe sweet t)1u elling clo- vcr, H e 
I He nev - er get,; Ill · ~.r-Fr"lIl 
3 1 Frollllllorning'R tir.Lgrny light, Till 
. ' OIl! we may get W{'l\ - l'Y, AltO. 
' i"Ii"I;...t-:-:-~" " ....i=.J ~.. *" ...... ~-=~ 4r---~ ~=:::'·=-=fl±. -: '=-7- '""=E3 z::8-...,~4 1iI_-:::::EE E--EE~ ;_~~=t-::=E3 
' . "J). e. CIIO ,tug. $Et~t~--S!'r-~""F-:t=--;s'---t""'~=:~g-J=B::C~ 
- 1,./ 1,./ 1,./ • 
get - ting his hon - ey; ' In days that nrc CI01Hl-y B e's mnk - iug: his WfiX: l 
gay dar· fo. clil • lies, And col· 11mbille blossoms, H~ Ie • vi... " t.Il"! f 
hlluHning,llfLngso- ve\"; '1'he sceut of the ros - es Milkes fl'llgl'llut his w~ugR ; t 
this· ti e or alli· Ry And weeds of the melldow, Some LrCflsnro be brlugs. I. 
flld • iug of dflY.li gh~, ]]o's sillg. ing nnd toil· ing Th~ sunllll.el· <IllY throllgth: i 
thiukworldsdrefl. ry : "!'is hnrd-or by 1i1r, t.o ]]IlVO not.h·lUg to do. f 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ~ ----- "g§OO~-~~=±=t-+=±-=+i. r =- -----~. ~ ~=t=~; ­~e==r3-~8i.=J!-.:3i_3i_~=r '"' - ' -" -~......,,,b---t: '" " ti~ " " 
]'\"0111 STEHLING GEMS. by parmi. sioll of BlOWW & MATS. New York ",,,I Chi cago. 
seq uel we l e~ve the reader to diScover for hi;llSelf'l idioms aud technicnlities of express"on thnt would 
The G"orginlls, the th-ird of the series, is a story of n:t lurnlly arise ill b~Biness correspondence . . It 
sout hern life with many sll'ikin ~ and -wen drawn g ives many lett ers and notes in French, including 
chnracters. We thillk, however, that after the orders, receipts, e tc. It is the work of Prof. H. 
au thor had permitted extremes to meet ill the M. Monsento. 
marriage betwee n the accomplished Russian Court "Steiger's La tin S!!ries" comprlsmg besides 
tess and the roul:.h, though educated, Methodist AIm' s Latin Grammar, First, Second and Third' 
planter, she should have given the III a better books, deserves well of the teacher's hand for the 
chance for h appiness than the closing chapters in- excellence of simplicity and exactitude, nnd the 
d catc. f"lllong o ther vivid bits of desc ripti on th e rules hit the happy medium between conciseneso 
book contains a striking pictur~ <i t a Methodist and diffuseness. The pronunciation, is clearly 
revival. (J . R. Osgood & Co. ) indicnted by mnrks, and the variation in type 
marks the inflections. The 'grammar contains 
much v41uahle extraneous matter on Latin 
subjects. EDUCATIONAL BOOKS. 
W. J. Rolfe 's edition or Shakespeare has reached 
its twenty· fifth volume, the Intest issues being T/it 
COllledy of R nors and CY1lJbt/il/e. The usefulness 
of thi s ed ition has establi shed itselr so firmly with 
the public, and especially for sc hool use, it needs 
no more th an mention. (H arpe r & Brothers.) 
The third book in the "Brief \'hstory Series" or 
A. S. Barnes & Co. is given to Ancient P , opl". 
It combines the - attractions of story book and 
history, for after a summary o r the progress of_each 
na tion is given n series of illus trated sce nes in real 
life of th e period. The volume is ,rully illustrated 
and has twenty m aps nnd a rull index. 
M~rry Songs and GflllUS is a quarto co ntain ing 
Kindergarten songs by Clare Beeson Hu bbard. 
They arc bright and lively and wi ll easily catch 
the child,en's fancy. and have already passed the 
test in schools in St. Louis and otber western 
cities. A well written pre race by Miss Susan E 
Blow, adds to the value of the volnme. .(Balmer 
& Weber). . 
D. Appleton & Co; bring out a little volullle o r 
COIllIII~yda/ Corrupon.dt llu in Fr~/uh, which will 
lie invaluable to students fitting themselves for the 
COllntinll l1Q,!se, ~ince it ~ol]t qi \ls nearly all the 
John D. C hamplin , Jr., known bes! by hi s 
editorship of the popular Young Folks' 
Cyclopredins h , s prepared for the snme publishers 
Tht Y OUl1g Folks' 8slrol/olllY. As he thoroughly 
understand s the art or combining nmusement with 
instructi on, and is always acurnte and painstak ing 
it is likely to be as populnr as its predecessors. It 
is however, intended as a text book instead of one 
of reference. I n appearance it is altrnctive and 
is rully illustrated . . 
The people who take time by the forelock, and 
begin to manufacture holiday presents in the 
quiet and leisure of vncation, will do well to 
occupy de rt fingers ,n the decoration of correspon· 
dence carcls and p"per, and in making ;lIummated 
mottoe~. Their is no prettier or daintier work 
tha~ tIllS. N. T. Fletcher & Co. , of Hartford, in 
their hand. Hne book of patterns called Bca1tll:r,,1 
Le/ttrs, an ll in their writing inks which reproduce 
the colors of the designs of the book, ofTer nll the 
materials for this pretty occupation. 
Man y a sojourner at the se- shore ,vill be glad 
to have a convenient little volume just published 
by S. E. Cassino called Sta Mossts. It is intended 
fo r II cQn~G\OrS ~I\ic.~. I\n4 1\'\ ill\fO!\uction to the 
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study of marine , Igre. It fully describes a!,d 
clearly classifies our commoner· sea weeds· WIt.!' 
the assistance of fine plate;. To the student It 
will be of value as a preparatory book to more 
extensive study in the same line. While to the 
amateur collector of sea moses, it will afford all 
the information needed . The author is Prof. A. 
PRIMAR Y DRAWING LESSONS. 
NEW SUllJECTS EVE.RY MONT II . 
B. Hervey, of Boston. 
In the charming new series of "Appletons Home 
Books" the l.ltest volume AlIIe'lIities of H 01lle: is writte~ with the utmost good taste and sprightli -
ness· this is the more noticeable, th~t the subject 
is a~ especially difficult one to treat, since no c;me 
likes to be lectured upon manners or dulles. 
Here with an earneslliess that gives dignity, and a 
grace that compels admiration thc author di , -
penses wise sugg~stions which sho.w how greatl y 
the little courtesIes add the happlU~ss of home. 
It is a volume to attract readers out of the general 
line of those who seek the series for its merely 
practical import. 
Algebra is notably ope 01 the most difficult of 
the studies presented to young students, and any 
volume which can simplify its instruction in a way 
that sball enable the pupil t.o understand the 
principles upon which it is based. is. a valuable 
addition to text book literature TIllS has bee n 
done by Prof. Simon Newcomb of the Naval 
Academy, where the author' s drill in mathematics 
has given to thIS school a deserved reputation, an.d 
in st"dying this volume we find the sec ret of . hIS 
suceess. Its. simplicity a!,d clearlless .)eaas. the 
. pupil on from point to pomt by easy ·~radatlOn s. 
Begining with the clements, it ·cxtends to advallced 
principles, making a large but not inconvenient 
book . (Henry Hall & Co). . 
We know of no one better fitted to lay down the 
law on Punt/llntion than Mr. Marsball J. Bigelow, 
Correcter at the University Press BORton, .hislittle 
v .• lume bro.ught "ut by Lee & Sh~pherd · is not t60 
large for the pocket, it is literally multum ill parvo . . 
Although an acknowle<\ged authority on t~e 
subject, he is not dictatorial, I ut permits a certaIn 
latitude to the author in the use of the comm~. 
dash, and parenthesis. A useful feature is the 
introduction of several cbapters upon suhjects lOt 
commonly found in books of tbe kind, those upon 
Citations and Abbreviations, Syllabication and 
Orthography containing useful hints. Suggestive 
treatment is also given to accc;nts, divisions, etc. , 
in classical · and modern languages: 
D . Appleion & Co. have a number of especially 
.interesting books to teachers. Among them are 
the T,x l Book of Systematic Min,rnli)gy, by Henry 
Bauerman, F. G. S. on the "International 
Scientific Series; Illmiens, by James Sully, a 
curious psycho·ogical study, · of mental a!>erations 
common to numerity ; Scientific Cultllrc and Othcr 
Essays, by Joseph Parsons Corke, Professor of 
Chemistry and Mineralogy in Harvard College; 
the second volume of Tlu A rt oj Spuch, by j"... T . 
Townsend, D . D. ; L, also ready" The first part of 
it will be remembered as Studiu in P/Jelry and look at the pictures, and the hoy or girl who says 
PrOst. Another issue is a valuable Mantlal oj Frcluk with pride "I'm in the third reader." "The Morn-
Idiomatic Phraseology, by' Alfred Soidon; it is in ing Sail" is a picce of mnsic well suited for primary 
the form" of one hundred and eighteen con versa- schools, and the drawing card will be apt to tax the 
tions with rules and explanations of id"ms, etc. skill of some oleler hards among its Illany renders. 
These publishers also iSltte a new edition of T/Ie ... . . 
Dictionary of Roman and Greek A"tiqu;tiet, by M. LI~,tre a~'d the Dlcllonary of the French 
"ntho.lY Rich, B. A., at reduced pTlce. Tbis Language ~y loultney Bigelow, and "A Pcep at 
work: with its profuse iIIustrat~ons has long been. a Frencb Schools," by Jas. Bonar. continue the 
standard, and its appearance III cheaper form will French studies which have appeared in Apple/oil's 
be welcomed. lIfagaz;"" lately ; and they arc reinforced by Part 
MAGAZINES. 
Art/,ur' J rlo1Jle Maf{azine reports little that is 
new in styl.~ of dressing, costumes being much 
the same as last month. It has the usual light read-
ing, an<\ a full page frontispiece, "Th.e Forbidden 
Book." 
Our LillIe O,us is one of the finest children's 
magazines in the country; the illustrations ar~ ~ne, 
the language simple, and the matter entert~lUlU~. 
It ought certainly to produce a love of readlUg lU 
those who receive it, and cultivate a high standard 
of taste. 
·The!Ntlrsery for August is filled with an unus'!al 
yarietr of ~~tl~r ro~ Iile 1i!!le ones) wl\Q COlli onlr 
IV. of "Noirs et Rouges." "c:.~ndidating, or Old 
Tim~s in the Southwest," by H . W. Pierson, DO., 
is a - chapter from a forthcoming book from the 
publishers of the magazine, entitled "In the Bush," 
is tersely writt~ ame anulling. "The S )fead .. of 
Malarious Sickness," and "Mr~ -stiCkneY's otiti-
sal Problem': arc . the topics of the E;ditor's Table. 
Sherwood Bonner's new serial, in Lippincott's 
Mago£i1tc' for September, is full of interest, strong, 
racy and sparkling in style, and but for the hint the 
author gives in the first chapter, one would have no 
conception of how it could encl. Part II. of "A 
Glimpsc · of the Cumberland Bordcr," by Rose 
Kingsley, describes Nawortb Castle, and concludes 
the topic. Dr. Oswald continues his "Zoological 
Curiosities" with a chapter on bll;tS. Maurice 
Thompson writ~~ Oil "Th~ H;aUl1ts of the Grayling.~' 
. ' " 
"Frant," "A Pretty Kettle of Fish," "1'hc Dress· 
maker of Green Harbor, " and a variety of short 
papers and stories make up an attractive collection 
of light readi~lg for wann weather, 
"How 1" Kept House by })roxy," by Fannie 
Feudge, is calculated .to make the feminine renders 
of ScribJ1.er's for September turn green with envy, 
or resolve to iinport a Chinese cook rlgnt awny. 
"The Society of Decorative Art," hy W. C. Brown-
ell, is a lavishly illustrated review of the recent 
exhibition .held at the American Art Gallery, in New 
York, recently. Richard .Whiteing introduces us 
to Russian art in a biographicar sketch of Basil 
\\'ercschagin, a R usSian artist, well known in 
Europe. "The Wheel as a SymbOl in Religion," 
by Constance Cumming is probably the most care-
fully studied article in the number, and every line 
of it will be new to nine-tenths of tbe readers. It 
is a fully illustrated description o'f the religious cus-
toms of ancient and modem India, China and 
Japan, in so far as they relate to the subject matter 
of the title. Other articles of importance are "The 
Coniferous Forest of the Sierra Nevad~," by Jno. 
Mutr; "I-Iow to Secure a People's Government, " , 
by Albert Stickney; "How to Build an Ice Yacht," 
by Chas. H. Farnham. The Misfortunes of Bro. 
Th'lmas Wheatley," COl\ t;',ue the study of th~ 
Neg.ro cbaracter. . . 
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How 1.0 Write <?learly. 
RULES AND EXERCISES ON ENGLISH COMPOSITION . . By the 
Rev. EDWIN A. ABBOTT, M . A., Head Master of the City of 
London School. One vol, 16mo, cloth, price 60 cts. 
.How to Tell the Parts of 'Speech. 
AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By the Rev. ' 
EDWIN A ABBOTT, D. I). 1merican Edition, revised and 
enlarged: By JOHN G . . R. McELROV, A. M., Professor of 
Rhetoric and the English Lang\lage in the University of Penn-
sylvania. 16mo, cloth, price 75 cts. 
How to Parse. 
AN ATTEMPT TO APPLV THE PRINCIPLES OF SCHOLARSHIP TO 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR. With Appendixes in Analysis, Spelling, 
and Punctuation. By EDWIN ·A. ABBOTT, M.A. 16mo, cloth, 
price $1. 
English Lessons. 
FOR ENGLISH PEOPJ.E. By the Rev. EDWIN A. ABBO;rT, M.A., . 
and J. R. SEELEY, M .A. PlOfe~sor of Modern History in the 
'University of Cambridge. Part I., Yocabulary. Part ·II.; Dic-
tion. Part III., Metre. Part IV., Hints on Selection and 
Arrang~ment. Appendix. One vol. 16mo, cloth, price $1.50. 
WithouL any of the extraordinary pushing \0 introduce, usual among 
school book. publishers, this series by Dr. Abbott and Prof. Seeley has been 
ajlopted by many of the leading Colleges and Seminaries of learning 
throughout the United States. 
Edward Abbott's Parli\graph ·Histories. 
- . 
A PARAGRAPH HISTORY or THE UNITED S,ATES FROM THE 
DISCOVERY OF THE CONTINENT EO THE PRESENT TIME. ' W' th 
Brief Notes on Contemporaneous Events. Chronologically 
arranged. By EDWARD ABBOTT, Square 18mo. cloth, 50 cts. 
A PARAGRAPH HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION . . 
By EDWARD ABBOTT. 18mo, cloth, price 50 cts. 
Sanskrit and its Kindred Literatures. 
. ~ 
STU'DlES IN COMPARATIVE LITERATURE. By LAURA ELIZA-
BETH POOR. 16mo, cloth, price $2. 
The book goes ove r ground which has be "n mad.e' new by the modern 
discuveries in philology and mythology. It describes and compares the 
literatures of the different Ayran familie,", and brings forward thc compara· 
tive mythology. as it manifests itself in each different country . filling a place 
which · is almost ~n..lpty in thar department, and giving in a brief space 
information which is scatfered through hundr~ds of diffetent volumes. In 
faci, there is no one book which contains just what this does-a sket~h of 
. comparative mytholugy, with history enough to make it clear and connected. 
It creates and fills a place of its own. 
Sarah Tytler's Art Books. 
THE OLD MASTERS Al'J) THEIR PICTURES. 
MODERN PAINTERS AND THEIR PAINT NGS. 
MUSICAL COMP';SRRS AND THEIR W"RKS. 
For the Use of Schools and Students in Art and Mllsic, and extensively 
used in Academies, Seminaries. etc. 16mo, cloth, price $1.50. 
Laocoon. 
AN ESSAY Ul'ON THE LIMITS OF PAINTING AND POETR ·:. W.th remarks 
illustrative of various points in the History of Ancient Art. By GOTTHOLD 
EPHRAIM LESSI NG. I ranslated by ELI.EN FROTHINGHAM. Gne volume 
16mo, with pictorial title, representing the Laocoon, price $1.50:>· 
"We wish it were a ' ext· book in the colleges, f6r, in nddition to the excel-
lence of its contents, it i;;, in respeot to its style and l1)ethod, " specimen of 
the best sort of writing. "-From th~ Boslon Daily Advertiser. 
Every teacher in the country ought to own this book. \ .'
The School of Life. 
By REV. WILLIAM R . . ALGER. 16mo, price $1. . 
"A little volume of sunny and earnest philosophy, dedicated to pupils ' 
and teachers, and written with a· keen sympathy with both. It represents 
the earth a. a school, the nations as rooms in a school· house, God as the 
founder and he,d, and desire, thought, labor, experience, and example as 
teachers. The books which we are to ,tudy, the lessons which we have to 
learn from them, the r~les to which we ar .. to subject ours 'lves, and the 
intellectual and spiritual mas,tery which results, are the furtber subjects 
which thoughtful reader!; will discover to be both wise and winning." 
Terms for introduction 'liven on application. Specimen copies to teachers for 
introduction. at a discount of one·third off from retail prices. mailed -on receipt 
of the money. 
ROBERTS. BROTHERSl PUBLISHERS, BOSTON. 
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JONES BROTHERS & CO., 
PUBLiSHERS OF THE I NDUCTI VE E DUC ATIONAL S lm JES. 
RIdpath's Indnetive G .... mmar. 
Rldp"th' " Gram. School Hist. of the 11. S. 
RIdpath'" Academic Hist. of the 11. S. 
Millie's InductIve Arithmetic". 
Milne's Elements of Algebra. 
' '~orbrl"er'8 Patent Drawing Table',8. 
IiImlth,,.·"PrRctlcal Music Rciuler. 
• 'Iui· LCfiIIOII. In Philology. 
CINCINNATI. · PHILADELPHIA . CHICAGO. 
L. PRANG & CO. 
Boston, lIIass .. 
Pranz's American T ex t- Books of Art Educa tion. Re-
vised Edition of the Sv-tem of 1nd ustria l Drawing. 
Prepared by Prof. 'Va lteT Smith , State Direc tor of Art 
E ducation in Massachuse tts. 
Th e A "ur ica" Dra'l(Jing M ()(ieis and D r ff.7ui1lg A1a leri,:ls, 
for the use of Common Schools, Dray.'ing Claoscoi . and 
Schools of Art and Science. 
Prang's Natural History 'seriu. For School~ and Fami· 
lies. Animals and Plants represented in their natural 
colors, and a rranged for instruction with objeci. . Je!1.sons . 
Pr •• ns's A ids f or O"/ut-T~acl"i'Jr. Trades and Occupa· 
tiun~, for the use ill K.inde rgartens and P rimary Classt:s. 
Addrea~, for Cata logues • .111l1 terms, 
HERRM AN N SCH U RI CHT, 
Agent for the \Ve"tern Slates, 
599 N orth Cla rk Stred, C . IICA(; O , ILl •• 
SCHOOLS A"ND COLLEGES. 
MARTHA'S VINEYARD 
SUMMER INSTITUTE. 
Largest scope. least expensive , 1II0st del ightfull y l ocated~ 
with ablest instructors . For circular. address H OM l::R B. 
S PRAG UE, Ph.D .• Grantville . l\b ss. 
MOUNT HOLYOKE SEMINARY. 
FOltr years' course for women. Observatory, cabinets anti 
art gallery. Libra ry of 10.000 vols . Board and tui tion $175 
a re;4 r. Address MISS WA RD. Prin .• So. H ac.lle\·. M.I;o. .. 
Lake Forest University. 
Ladies ' Seminary- unsurpassed. Aca demy- thorough. 
College- -four courses. Yea r be~i lls Sept. 7. Examine for 
yourselves. Ca ta logues sent by the President . D. S. CnE 
GORY. D . D., L'lke Fores t. III. 
8011UEB'8 CHICAGO 
:O~iD.ess Oc>llege~ 
:178 and 280 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111. Established 
(or ten yea rs a nd is a large and prosperous institution with 
an ~xtcnsive Business Exchani:c del,artment. , 
Sludents ca n enter at any time. Six months' tution, S.lS. 
Send for circulars livin, full particulars. 
J. J. SOUDER, P,op,ic.o,. 
E N ATIONAL C HO OL OF ORATORY LOCU'I'I0N and 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
Nineteen Teachers and Lecturers. speCia lists in theil 
departments. 'Thorough and syslema tic cultu re in Voice, 
Enunciation and Action in their application to Conversa-
~~~~~h, ~::S~in~~I~egf;:~:~s .an~u~r~~~rt~·r~,~~~~r~~ 
Fall Term, Oct. 3. Send for Ca talogue and P rospectus to 
J. H. BEC HTEL, Scc.e.a,y, 
1,416 and l .fI8 Ches tnut Sr., Philadelphia. 
INVENTORS 
Desirous of cu.hertising BUY SpeCial 
articles of their own 111110 ufac ture. 
w!ll 
S.S.HAMILL 
..... A ... 'AUTHOR OF~'--' 
"SC(E£NCEo~ ELOCUTION" 
¥ay he sccured for Institute work after Aug ust 15. 
j\ddre:s, ,\87 W!\shin~ton St., Chicago. 
PinGkney'~ A[ency ~ Schools ~ Teachers 
I. Suppl ies School. and Fam Il ie s with Teachers. 
2 . Supplies Teache rs with Pos:tions. 
3; Se lls o.~ d R ~ nts Schooi Properti es. 
·4. Furn is hes Circu lars and &ive8 Informat ion of the 
Best Schools. 
AGENTS WANTED . 
$5 TO $.0 P ER DAY· AT HOME. SA 1.1 PLES WORTH $5 free. Address S l'I NSON & Co., Portland. Maine . 
. , . 
.$. 72 A WEEK. $" 'A D AY AT · HOME EASILY ' 
. made . . Costly Outfit .free . . Address TRt[ 1! & Co. , . 
Augusta. Me . 
Publishes U. S. Scnool and Col/elfe Direclory. ~66 A WEEK I N YOU R OWN T OWN. 'T" ERMS 
'l'. COTE8\VOIlTIl I'INCKNEY. ~ and Ss ontfi. f,ee. Add .. &, H . HA LLE TT & Co .• 
SCHOOLS SUPPLIED WIT H FIRST· CLASS TEACH-ers vee. Age ll ts wanted th roughout the U nited States. T eache rs desiring si.t ua tions EA ST or SOUTII should not fa il 
to send sta mp for application form. and Jearn of the " Mutual 
P lan ." . Address 
NATI ONA L T EAC H ERS' AG ENCY. 
CINCIN NAT I, O HIO. 
\Ve wa nt rhe n:lIne!i of soo competent teachers o f a ll 
grades, to fill vacancies in P ubli c Schools, Acade ll1ie~ and 
Col.eges in the West a nc.l South . Address, with sLa mp. 
IRA M. PRICE, 
Cor. Sec'y N . W. Ed . Bur.·au, 
Mor~an P :l.rk , Chic:lgo, III . 
THE 
Chickering Piano, 
THE VICTOR in all g ... t contem, and fo' THE PAST FIFTY· SEVE N YEARS 
.he ACKNOWLE DGE D STAND· 
A ltD of the \VOR LD-heing copied not only .by the makl'! n 
of this country, but of E urope-will be offered d uring- thl . 
p resent cond it ion 0/ t r ade. at 
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. 
THE HIGHEST AWARDS ;':;~'i~~7o~ 
11\ the Great 
'Vol'lel's Fait' hi l .. Ollcloll, ISSIj at the C •• 'eat Ex-
~08itiOIl III PSI'IM. 1867; a t the Int el'national 
te~,J:~~llta:;I:!~I«f:~.I.JiII187/":IaU!d~lt~llf~~~:7:?en-
All persons wi:.hing to p ·Jrchasc (4,. exa min e) inatru-
ments, a re respectfully invited to viait our Warerooms. 
OHIOKERING & SONS, 
130 Fifth Ave., New York. 
156 Tremont Street, Boston. 
VVEBSTER.. 
Get The Standard. 
GET wEBSTER'g UNARRIDGED, cootS\i nin~ 118,000 'Vord H.' 
3 000 Ellt:rn. "htJ!'R~ nnd n N e w 
Blogra)lhi(!a.) nlctl()na!y~ 
THE nuthori t.y i n th e Gov' t Prmtm.!! Office -32 000 ('opic fI in Pulllie: 
. SchOO' s,-R~le 20 t.ime~ aM Inrl? (~ 
as the 8nlo o f ony othe r . · . 
BEST in De6nltlonA, PronuJl c lu-tlon, Etym()lo~y. ,",~· nnl1ym;.. 
Tables. Hr . t. fM FA 1>1TLJES 
an rl brs t. for SCHOOLS. 
Publishe d byG. & C. MERRIAM. Springfi eld, MM.: 
I ortl and. Mame. : 
R · d The J4ar:,t'es t and Finest R oyal I 9~ tavo Large Type Editlon, With a C OMt'LETfI: H ISTORV ·ofits Ril. e V IS e VIS ION. a nd of all former iV RRS10 NS. 
011 Stu l and W ood e.a1d, 75 ctS. Address 
300 Illustrations .N Co.mplete Outfit, Post-·· 
by D OR E and o.he; . JONES BROS. & 00., 
' eeiebn.ed M.ist.. e w Cincinnat i 0 ' Ch'icaRo. 
It s e lls rAste r and )ULY8T . 
h." ... han any o.h" edition. e sfa m e nf Send for Q lllfit at o ll ce . D on' t 
delay: Secure territory now. 
, .. 
THE ORIGINAL AND .GENUINE , 
MENEELY BELL FOUNDRY . . 
E STABLI SII HD 18 26. 
Bells for all purpoRes. \Varranted satisfactory and dur;.ble. 
M ENEELY & CO., WaST .TaoY, N. Y. 
THE TEACHER 'S CHOICE. 
THOMPSON'S TEACHER'S EXAMINER. · 
Rt:1Jiscd m ltl E1;Iar,s:ed.' For 1'eaclz t r's and tllose Prcpll1'i llC 
. Tllemselvcs to Teacll. 
1 he Exami ne r contains. a genera l review of the Commoit 
and Hi~h S chool ~t lldies , in a series 01 questions and ans~rs. 
T he work consisls of ove r 360 pages. and embraces the fo llow-
ing bra nches : Geography. Civil Government . G ram mar 
H istory, Reading. P hysiolo::y. Q r·hography. Physical Geog· 
raphy. Ari thmet ic. \Vriting. P hil.osophy, Astronomy and 
American Lite rature. . T he Examine r is an inva luable a id 
to eve ry teacher. 2. It contain ; nearly 5.000 <luestions anu 
answers systematically a rranged. 3. T he second edi ~ion has 
a lready been published. and over 1 r. ooo copies sold . .. The 
work. is indorsed by the best educa tiona l men of the country. 
5 Noth ing like it for reviews and test work. and it should be 
used in every school. ' 6. The Examine r IS selling rapidly in 
Canada. and in almost eve ry State and Territory in the Umon. 
7 1f you are d reading an examination. purchase a copy o f thi s 
work. 1 t will guide you safely th ro ugh . 8. The price of the 
E xaminer is not exorbit.'lnl. bll t wit\:tin the reach of a ll . 9. 
T he Examine r is des tined to ha~e as-great a sale as all}' school 
book ye t published. 10. The Teacher s Examiner will be sent 
~1~tR~?r;{'~J~s~~,1.£o~tpeSSNt. 'tSa~:i~~~~t:'Ig~va~ddress 
